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A few words about the format of this file are in order. The Connecticut Nutmegger began as a monthly newsletter, Bulletin of the Connecticut Society of Genealogists. After a year it was succeeded by a quarterly journal, The Nutmegger. After another year its title was changed to The Connecticut Nutmegger.

The entries are listed by volume. Each volume is preceded by the volume number and year in boldface. Articles that are carried across more than one volume have their parts listed under the applicable volumes. This entry, from Volume 35, will illustrate the format used:

Hartford District Probate Records from 1750
Volume 16 (1750-1753) - Messenger to Riley (2-20), Robbins to Warren (194-212), Warriner to Wright (362-370)
Volume 17 (1753-1757) - Abbe to Bigelow (362-380), Bigelow to Evans (598-615)
Lucius Barnes Barbour and Helen Schatvet Ullman

The first line of an entry for an individual article or portion of a series shows the pages for an article found in that volume. When a series spans more than one volume a note in parentheses indicates the volume and page from which or to which it is continued.

The second line shows the title of the article, and the third line lists the author. Some articles have no author listed. In some cases, such as this one, a line or lines under the title show the range of surnames contained within each installment.

I have listed only articles with genealogical or historical content of interest to the genealogical researcher. I have not included articles and series such as book reviews, ancestry service or queries.

This file is a work in progress, and as each completed volume is released to the NEHGS web site a revision will be posted. Please address any corrections to the compiler at the email address given above.
Consolidated Contents of

The Connecticut Nutmegger


(Title: Bulletin of the Connecticut Society of Genealogists)

1 (1968-69):4-6
The Certified Genealogist and the Certified Genealogical Record Searcher

1 (1968-69):13-16
The Society of the Cincinnati in the State of Connecticut
Percy H. Goodsall, Jr.

1 (1968-69):25-29
The Shaw Family and the Shaw Mansion
Carleton F. Small

1 (1968-69):29-31
Help for "C.S.G." by "L.D.S."
Susan Dannreuther

1 (1968-69):31-34 [Correction 65]
Connecticut Founders: Rev. Thomas Hooker - Hartford
George E. Williams

1 (1968-69):34-35
Genealogy at the Library of Congress
Benjamin P. Richardson, Jr.

1 (1968-69):36-37
Colony Once Stretched to the Pacific
(From the Hartford Times)

1 (1968-69):57-62
The Mayflower Society
Ruth Powers

1 (1968-69):65
Additions and Corrections
"Connecticut Founders: Rev. Thomas Hooker - Hartford," by George E. Williams, 1:31-34 (65)

1 (1968-69):66-72
Hartford: Its Founders and the Ancient Burying Ground
Shepard M. Holcombe

1 (1968-69):72-74 (Cont. to 2:17)
Connecticut Headstone Inscriptions Before 1800 from the Connecticut State Library
Windsor - Palisado Cemetery - Alford to Brown (72-74; Cont. to 2:17)

1 (1968-69):75-77 (Cont. to 2:15)
Connecticut Marriages Before 1750 from the Barbour Collection
Ashford - Abbe/Abbey to Dimock, Gould (75-77 [Correction 2:4])

1 (1968-69):77-79 (Cont. to 2:13)
Connecticut Births Before 1730 from the Barbour Collection
Middletown - Adkins to Bacon (77-79)

1 (1968-69):79-83 (Cont. to 2:18)
Connecticut Revolutionary War Soldiers
Cheshire - Hillside Cemetery - Atwater to Hitchcock (79-83; Cont. to 2:18)
Tips on Writing a Family Genealogy
Adele Andrews

Additions and Corrections
"Connecticut Marriages Before 1750 from the Barbour Collection," Ashford - Abbe/Abbee to Gould, 1:75-77 (4)
"Sons of the American Revolution, by Howard E. Coe, 2:7-12 (128)

Sons of the American Revolution
Howard E. Coe

Connecticut Births Before 1730 from the Barbour Collection
Middletown - Bacon to Bodwell (13-14), Bourn to Burton (82-83), Butler to Collins (158-160), Cooper to De Wolf (234-236)

Connecticut Marriages Before 1750 from the Barbour Collection
Ashford - Dimock to Knowlton (15-16), Knowlton to Peck (28), Peler to Squire (84-85), Squire to Yeward (161-162)
Branford - Abbot to Bartholomew (239-241)

Connecticut Headstone Inscriptions Before 1800 from the Connecticut State Library
Windsor - Palisado Cemetery - Brown to Gillet (17-18), Leavitt to Moore (120-121), Moore to Wolcott (192-193), Wolcott (268)
Windsor - Elm Grove Cemetery - Griswold to Niles (268)
Windsor - Old Poquonock Cemetery - Case to Phelphs (268-269)

Connecticut Revolutionary War Soldiers
Cheshire - Hillside Cemetery - Hitchcock to Talmadge (18-20), Talmadge to Tuttle (122)
Cheshire - Cheshire Street Cemetery - De Wolf to Smith (122-123)
Cheshire - St. Peter's Church Cemetery - Bullard to Ives (123)
Chester - Cedar Lake Cemetery - Brooks to Parker (194)
Chester - New Town House Hill Cemetery - Clark to Watrous (194)
Chester - Old Town Hill Cemetery - Baldwin to Parmela (271)

Your Heritage
Harry F. Morse

The Daughters of the American Revolution
Elizabeth Sturtevant

Remote Ancestral Lines
Brainerd T. Peck

Podunk
(From the Hartford Courant)

The Great Diaspora of Modern History
Galbraith N. Todd

The Society of Genealogists, London, and Other English Research Sources
Brainerd T. Peck
2 (1969-70):199-208
Old Wethersfield (199-206)
Wethersfield's Old Houses (207-208)
John C. Willard

2 (1969-70):226-229
Order of the Founders and Patriots of America
Eaton Van Wert Read

2 (1969-70):229
Notes
Seeking Dr. Orton?, by Allen Ward

2 (1969-70):237-238
Winston Churchill's American Relatives
Brainerd T. Peck

2 (1969-70):270
Researching in London
Frank C. Roe

2 (1969-70):272
The Godfrey Memorial Library
Brainerd T. Peck
3 (1970-71):4-15
The Early History of Fort Trumbell and the Area Around It
Mrs. Dwight C. Lyman

Connecticut Births Before 1730 from the Barbour Collection
Middletown - Doolittle to Hale (16-19), Hall to Hubbard (132-135), Hubbard to Lewis (239-242), Lucas to Prout (374-377)

Connecticut Marriages Before 1750 from the Barbour Collection
Branford - Bartholomew to Foster (25-28), Frisbie to Howd (144-147), Huffman to Parrish (248-251), Penfield to Tyler (387-390)

Connecticut Headstone Inscriptions Before 1800 from the Connecticut State Library
Windsor - Elm Grove Cemetery - Phelphs to Winthrop (52)
Wethersfield - Village Cemetery - Abro to Cone (52-55), Coobs to Mecekee (157-160), Meeks to Warner (280-283)
Hartford - Center Cemetery - Adams to Collier (416-419)

3 (1970-71):56-57
The Carpenter Sisters, Five
Elizabeth W. Holden

3 (1970-71):61
Manchester Ward Chapel and Genealogical Library, Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
Brainerd T. Peck

Connecticut Revolutionary War Soldiers
Chester - Old Town Hill Cemetery - Shipman to Willard (271 [Correction 4:175])
Clinton - Clinton Cemetery - Buell to Stevens (62-64 [Correction 4:175]), Todd to Wright (167)
Colchester - Linwood Cemetery - Bigelow to Smith (167-168)
Colchester - Westchester Cemetery - Bigelow to Worthington (168)
Colchester - Worthington Cemetery - Latham to Worthington (168)
Colchester - Wells Cemetery - Wells (168)
Colchester - Palmer Cemetery - Palmer (169)
Colchester - Chestnut Hill Cemetery - Cavarly to Hall (169)
Colchester - Old Cemetery - Bigelow to Ransom (169-170), Skinner to Williams (284), Worthington to Wright (285-286)
Colchester - Waterhole Cemetery - Brainerd to Williams (284-285)
Colchester - Ponemab Cemetery - Buell to Staples (286)
Colchester - Bull Hill Cemetery - Adams to Watrous (286-287)
Columbia - Old Columbia Cemetery - Brewster to Wright (422-424 [Correction 4:175])
Columbia - West Cemetery - Yeomans (424-425)

Solving Difficult Genealogical Problems
Helen Rayner, Benjamin P. Richardson and Brainerd T. Peck

Catalog of American Portraits, Archives of the National Portrait Gallery, Washington, D. C.
John Fraser

3 (1970-71):136-143
The Forbes Family
Charles Hyde Olmsted

3 (1970-71):161
Closing of the Revolutionary War Pension Application Files for Microfilming
Herbert Hotchkiss
Taking Stock on the Subject of Genealogy
Brainerd T. Peck

Panel Talks
Frances Fransson, Thomas J. Cluff and William Morris Brown

Connecticut Births Before 1730 from the Barbour Collection
Middletown - Ranney to Spellman (18-23), Stanclift to Warner (176-181), Warner to Wright (326-331), Yeamos (484)
Milford - Adams to Briscoe (484-489)

Connecticut Marriages Before 1750 from the Barbour Collection
Branford - Wade to Young (32-33)
Canterbury - Adams to Johnson (33-37), Johnson to Woodward (193-195)
Derby - Adams to Nichols (195-198), Nichols to Wooster (340-342)
Durham - Adams to Rockwell (343-345), Rossetter to Wilcox (495-496)
East Haddam - Ackley to Gates (496-500)

Connecticut Headstone Inscriptions Before 1800 from the Connecticut State Library
Hartford - Center Cemetery - Collyer to Seymour (40-46), Sheldon to Wyllys (206-208)
Hartford - Old North Cemetery - Hender to Smith (208-209)
Hartford - Morison Cemetery - Morison (209)
Hartford - Spring Grove Cemetery - Gregory to Morgan (209)
Saybrook - Winthrop Cemetery - Baley to Wilcox (209-210)
New Haven - Center Church Cemetery - Alling to Noyes (210-211), Oswald to Woodward (350-351)
New Haven - Grove Street Cemetery - Adye to Bradley (351-355), Bradley to Hayes (521-526)

Bible and Family Records
Tinker (68), Peck (68-69), Billings (69), Peckham (69-70), West (71-72), Marsh (72), Hand (72-73)
Sheffield (199 [Corrections 325]), Baker-Shurtleff (199-200), Bowen (201), Phelps (201-202 [Corrections 6:473]),
Quigley (202-203), Burleigh (203)
Crane (346), Rich (346-347), Marney (347-348), Carter (348), Peck (348-349), Howell (349)
Davenport (490), Avery (490-491), Baker (491), Sigourney (491-492), Comstock (492), Huntley (492-493), Sortone (493),
Reynolds (493), Bussing (493-494)

Connecticut Census Records 1790 to 1850 for One Surname
Sackett (74-79)
St. Claire (247), St. John (247-252)

The Connecticut State Library
Robert E. Schnare

Additions and Corrections
"Bible and Family Records: Sheffield," 4:199 (325)
Correction - Daniel Sked (sic, Shed) Genealogy, by Nellie A. Gard (349 [Correction 518])
Correction - The Whitney Genealogy (475)
"Correction - Daniel Sked (sic, Shed) Genealogy," by Nellie A. Gard (518)
Wallingford Early Settlers
Charles R. Clulee

Notes
Elijah Wadsworth Gravestone, by Leonard F. Day (192)

The Roberts Family
Charles Hyde Olmsted

Percival Genealogy
John D. Kernan

Genealogy Society of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, Including Boston Branch and the Granite Mountain Vaults in Utah
Robert J. Tarte

Researching at Litchfield
William L. Warren

Early Families of Glastonbury
Marjorie McNulty

The Williams Family
Charles Hyde Olmsted

Connecticut Census Records of 1850 for One Surname
St. John to Salsville (388-393)
Salt to Sandford (527-531a)

Panel Talks
Benjamin P. Richardson, Paul W. Prindle and William Brown

Shaylor Genealogy
Harrison Shaler
CONNECTICUT WITCHES
Richard G. Tomlinson

CONNECTICUT BIRTHS BEFORE 1730 FROM THE BARBOUR COLLECTION
Milford - Briscoe to Cooley (9-14), Coley to Moore (179-184), Moore to Rogers (326-331), Rue to Treat (475-497; Cont. to 15:20)
New London - Coit to Crocker (480; Cont. from 15:204)

EARLY NORWICH SETTLERS
Philip A. Johnson

BIBLE AND FAMILY RECORDS
Stevens (23), Allen (23-24), Smith-Thorpe (24-25), Osborn (25), Bull (25-26), Forsyth (26-27)
Townsend (307), Kingsley (307-308), Rice (308), Thomas (308-309), Lee (309-310), Wood (310)
Babbitt (462), Peck (462-463, 466), Royce (463-464), Judd (464), Dexter (465-466, Pages out of order)
Meeker-Weld (615-616 [Corrections 6:160]), Sizer (616), Gates (616-617)

CONNECTICUT MARriages BEFORE 1750 FROM THE BARBOUR COLLECTION
East Haddam - Gates to Williams (28-30)
East Haven - Augur to Utter (30-33)
Fairfield - Adams to Andrews (33), Andrews to Gold (199-204), Gold to Morehouse (339-344), Morehouse to Truby (486-491)

CONNECTICUT HEADSTONE INSCRIPTIONS BEFORE 1800 FROM THE CONNECTICUT STATE LIBRARY
New Haven - Grove Street Cemetery - Hayes to Parkman (52-57), Parmelee to White (221-226), White to Yorke (363-364)
New Haven - Evergreen Cemetery - Gilbert (364)
New Haven - Fair Haven Union Cemetery - Permelee (364)
New Haven - Westville Cemetery - Dickerman (364)
Milford - Milford Center Cemetery - Soldiers Monument, Allen to Camp (364-368), Camp to Prudden (508-513)

SOME OF THE DESCENDANTS OF WILLIAM CLARK OF NORTHAMPTON, MASSACHUSETTS
Russell L. Warner

SHAYLOR GENEALOGY SUPPLEMENT
Jean Rumsey

ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS
Correction - Vital Records of Rochester, Massachusetts, by George P. Howard (78)
"Shaylor Genealogy Supplement," by Jean Rumsey, 5:73-75 (312)

THE MAYFLOWER FIVE GENERATION PROJECT
Claude Barlow

MIGRATIONS TO THE WESTERN RESERVE
Helen Harriss
Early Settlers of Suffield
Robert Hayden Alcorn

Joel N. Eno

The Reed Family
Kenneth L. Reed

The Mills Family
Theodore M. Sastrom

North Canton Church
Nettie W. Adams

Federal Records Center, Waltham, Massachusetts (National Archives)
James K. Owens

The Persons Family of New Hartford, Conn. & Sandisfield, Mass.
Emmons S. Sault, Jr.

Information on Lyon Genealogy
L. W. Dunham
Volume 6 (June, 1973 - March, 1974)

6 (1973-74):2-6
The Lee House
Wilbur B. Beckwith

6 (1973-74):7-12, 175-180, 336-341, 493-498 (Cont. from 5:497; cont. to 7:11)
Connecticut Births Before 1730 from the Barbour Collection
New London - Crossman to Hallam (7-12), Hambleton to Miner (175-180), Miner to Saltonstall (336-341), Saltonstall to Young (493-498)
New Milford - Baldwin to Booth (498)

6 (1973-74):13-16
Fort Griswold
Lloyd D. Whitman

Connecticut Marriages Before 1750 from the Barbour Collection
Fairfield - Turney to Wynkoop (17-18)
Farmington - Adkins to Cogswell (18-22), Cogswell to Hart (186-191), Hart to North (346-351), North to Ruggles (507-511)

6 (1973-74):133, 160, 303, 473
Additions and Corrections
"The Persons Family of New Hartford, Conn. & Sandisfield, Mass.," by Emmons S. Sault, Jr., 5:609-612 (133)
Meeker-Weld Bible Records, 5:615-616 (160)
Castle-Southwick Bible Records, 6:159 (303)
Heath-Jones Bible Records, 6:160 (303)
Phelps Bible Records, 4:201-202 (473)
Hatch Bible Records, 6:154-155 (473)

6 (1973-74):133
Notes
The Wife of Joseph³ Andrews of Wallingford, Connecticut, by Emmons S. Sault, Jr. (133)

Bible and Family Records
Rice (153), Chapin (153-154), Dunn (154), Hatch (154-155 [Corrections 473]), Ives (155-156), Wolcott (156-157), Crooker (157), Merritt-Willson-Park-Sherwood (157-158), Lyon (158), Anderson (158), Castle-Southwick (159 [Corrections 303]), Heath-Jones (159-160 [Corrections 303])
Dexter (312-313), Jones-Smith (313-314), Woodworth (314), Calkins-Harrison (314-315), Congdon (315-316), Lyon (316), Doud-Woling-Story-Stephens (317-318)
Thompson (470-472), Porter-Derby-Johnson (472-473)
Aldrich (612), Allen (612-613), Case-Marsh (613-614), Salmon (614), Wright (614-615), Bennett (616), Manley-Wilson (616), Calkins (617), Peverill (617-618), Winship-Merriman (618-619), Reynolds-Nichols (619-620), Coffin (620), Prentice (620-621), Stewart (621)

6 (1973-74):163-174
Migration Trails from New England to the Great Lakes
Dorothy Armistead

6 (1973-74):181-185
Notes & Jottings
Frances Fransson

6 (1973-74):192-195
Know Your Area & Your Working Tools
Kendall Hayward
Connecticut Headstone Inscriptions Before 1800 from the Connecticut State Library

- Milford - Milford Center Cemetery - Prudden to Treat (196-197), Treat to Woodruff (199) (Pages Out of Order)
- Guilford - Alderbrook Cemetery - Bartlet to Breed (199), Burges to Hill (198), Hooker to Woodward (200) (Pages Out of Order)
- Guilford - Congregational Church Cemetery - Folkner (200)
- Guilford - Episcopal Church Cemetery - Bartlett to Parmele (201)
- Guilford - Foote Cemetery - Foote to Ward (201)
- Guilford - Fowler Cemetery - Fowler (201)
- Guilford - Godfrey Cemetery - Godfrey (201)
- Guilford - Griswold Leete Cemetery - Griswold (201)
- Guilford - Leete's Island Cemetery - Chittenden to Norton (357)
- Guilford - Parmele Cemetery - Parmele (357)
- Guilford - North Guilford Cemetery - Avord to Wyck (357-361)
- Guilford - West Side Cemetery - Bartlett to Starr (361-362)
- Guilford - Nut Plains Cemetery - Griswold to Hotchkiss (514)
- Guilford - Goldsmith Cemetery - Goldsmith (514)
- Guilford - Clapboard Hill Cemetery - Military Tablet (514)
- Stratford - Union Cemetery - Beardsley to Tomlinson (514-520)

6 (1973-74):202-206
Pre-American Origins, Proven & Disproved, Questionable
Brainerd T. Peck

6 (1973-74):277-282
Researching in Barbados
Brainerd T. Peck

6 (1973-74):297-300
Notes on Lt. Samuel Smith of Wethersfield and Hadley
Emmons S. and Mary B. Sault

6 (1973-74):304
The Haskins Family of Litchfield County, Connecticut, Berkshire County, Massachusetts, and Courtland County, New York
Mrs. Alfred J. Vick

6 (1973-74):305-311 (Cont. from 5:521; cont. to 10:355)
Connecticut Census Records of 1850 for One Surname
Savage to Saxton / Sexton

6 (1973-74):319-320
Use of Census Records
(From Genealogical News Notes, National Archives and Records Service)

6 (1973-74):323-335
Pitfalls in Genealogy
Milton Rubincam

6 (1973-74):342-345
Early Settlers of Windsor
Althea Driscoll

6 (1973-74):352-356
Early Settlers in Deep River / The Stone House
Gertrude Moore

6 (1973-74):440-441
The Parentage of Silence Kellogg, Wife of Charles Chapin
Emmons S. Sault

A Follett Genealogy
Theodore M. Sastrom
Follet (Folliet) Genealogy
Theodore M. Sastrom

The Hotchkiss Family
Herbert A. Hotchkiss

The Bristol Family
Alan Hefflin

The Griswold Family
William Griswold

A Sweet Genealogy
Richard P. Butrick

A Denton Genealogy
Douglas C. Richardson

A Doutee / Doughty Genealogy
Elizabeth Edmunds

Marriage Notices from Dutchess County, New York
Mrs. William Meeker

Deaths - Chester, Connecticut 1786-1836
Jean Rumsey

Deeds, Branford, Conn.
Winifred Palmer Branchvogel
Volume 7 (June, 1974 - March, 1975)

7 (1974-75):3-10
Early Settlers of Old Lyme
Walter J. Noyes

7 (1974-75):11-16, 168-173, 328-333, 486-491 (Cont. from 6:498; cont. to 8:9)
Connecticut Births Before 1730 from the Barbour Collection
New Milford (Mislabeled "Milford") - Bostwick to Welles (11-14)
Norwalk - Abbott to Comstock (14-16), Crampton to Raymond (168-173 [Correction 358], Raymond to Wood (328-331)
Plainfield - Ballard to Fellows (331-333), Fellows to Spaulding (486-491)

7 (1974-75):17-24
Early Settlers of Middletown
Grace W. Bacon

Connecticut Marriages Before 1750 from the Barbour Collection
Farmington - Russ to Woodruff (25-31), Woodruff to Wrotham (178)
Glastonbury - Abbey to Kimberly (179-183), Lamb to No Surname (338-342)
Greenwich - Anderson to Curtis (343), Dayton to Wood (499-503)
Groton - Alden to Avery (504)

7 (1974-75):32-35
The Wells Family
Brainerd T. Peck

7 (1974-75):36-41, 200-205, 347-352, 508 (Cont. from 6:520; cont. to 8:29)
Connecticut Headstone Inscriptions Before 1800 from the Connecticut State Library
Stratford - Stratford Cemetery - Tomlinson to Willcockson (36-37)
Stratford - Episcopal Church Cemetery - Beach to Wooster (37-38)
Fairfield - East Cemetery - Hull to White (38)
Fairfield - Oak Lawn Cemetery - Bulkely to Perry (38-39)
Fairfield - Greenfield Hill Cemetery - Alvord to Williams (39-41)
Fairfield - Old Cemetery - Adams to Wakeman (200-205), Ward to Wynkoop (347)
Greenwich - Anderson Cemetery - Anderson (348)
Greenwich - Burying Hill Cemetery - Brown to Rundel (348)
Greenwich - Church Cemetery - Burush to Strung (348)
Greenwich - Close Cemetery - Close (348)
Greenwich - Davis Cemetery - Davis (348)
Greenwich - Episcopal Church Cemetery - Johnson to Thompson (348)
Greenwich - Hitchcock Cemetery - Hitchcock (348)
Greenwich - Howe Cemetery - Howe (349)
Greenwich - Knapp Cemetery - Knapp (349)
Greenwich - Lewis Cemetery - Lewis (349)
Greenwich - Lockwood Seward Cemetery - ELB to TH (349)
Greenwich - Lyon Rawson Cemetery - BAL to Lyon (349)
Greenwich - Mead Cemetery - Dunn to Mitchell (349)
Greenwich - Mead-Roscoe Cemetery - Mead to Schotler (349)
Greenwich - New Baptist Cemetery - Anderson to Wilson (349-350)
Greenwich - North Greenwich Cemetery - Mead (350)
Greenwich - Green Cemetery - Coe to Green (350)
Greenwich - North Greenwich Congregational Church Cemetery - Mead (350)
Greenwich - Old Baptist Cemetery - Sherwood (350)
Greenwich - Old Cos Cob Cemetery - Gardner to Mead (350)
Greenwich - Old North Standwich Cemetery - Austin to Reynolds (350-351)
Greenwich - Old Sound Beach Cemetery - Burley to Thorp (351-352)
Greenwich - Peck Cemetery - Peck (352)
Greenwich - Putman Cemetery - Bush to Richard (352)
Greenwich - Radford Cemetery - Finch (352)
Greenwich - Second Congregational Church Cemetery - Graham to Mead (352)
Greenwich - Union Cemetery - Husted to Mead (352), Mead to Stewart (508)
Stamford - Bush Cemetery - Dibble (508)
Stamford - Green Cemetery - Green (508)
Stamford - High Ridge Cemetery - Jones (508)
Stamford - Hoyt Cemetery #1 - Hoyt (508)
Stamford - Long Ridge Cemetery - hait to White (508-509)
Stamford - Newfield Cemetery - Brown (509)
Stamford - New Woodland Cemetery - Holly to Waterbury (509)
Stamford - North Stamford Cemetery - Ambler to Weed (509)
Stamford - North Street Cemetery - Brown to Woolfey (509-510)
Stamford - Palmer Hill Cemetery - Lockwood (510)
Stamford - Roxbury Cemetery - Smith (510)
Stamford - St. John's & St. Andrew's Cemeteries - Belding to Wooster (510-511)
Stamford - Turn of River Cemetery - Lounsbury (512)
Stamford - West Stamford Cemetery - Diss to Webb (512)
Stamford - Webb Hill Cemetery - Webb (512)
Stamford - Weed #1 Cemetery - Weed (512)
Middletown - Indian Hill Cemetery - Alsop to Wright (512-513)
Middletown - McDonough Cemetery - Abbott to Bassel (513)

7 (1974-75):160, 315-320
Bible and Family Records
Peckham (160)
Stone-Fish-Metcalf (315-316), Barker (316-317), Naylor (317-318), Forbes (318), Barker (Again) (318-319), Denison (319-320),
Peck (320)

7 (1974-75):162
Sarah Whitman Hooker House
Frances M. Fransson and Herbert A. Hotchkiss

7 (1974-75):163-167
Connecticut State Library
Barbara van der Lyke

7 (1974-75):174-177
Land Records
Tommie Cluff

7 (1974-75):301-303
Timothy Allen (Alling) of Connecticut
Frances M. Fransson

Additions and Corrections
"A Follett Genealogy," by Theodore M. Sastrom, 6:474-479 (303-304)
"Follet (Folliet) Genealogy," by Theodore M. Sastrom, 6:479-480 (303-305)
"A Doutee / Doughty Genealogy," by Elizabeth Edmunds, 6:588-589 (305-306)
"Connecticut Births Before 1730 from the Barbour Collection," 7:168-173 (358)
"How to Figure Date of Birth Given Date of Death & Age @ Death," by George E. Williams, 7:364 (597)
Correction - Houghton, by Claude W. Barlow (627-628)
Correction - Hussey, by Mrs. Thomas M. Skehan (628)

7 (1974-75):307-308 [Correction 21:228]
The Family of John Arnold
Edward M. Geary

7 (1974-75):308-310
Peck-Reynolds-?Smith-?Pennoyer Ancestry Problem
Russell L. Warner

7 (1974-75):310-312
Who Was the Wife of Jonathan Rudd?
Charles G. Bennett

7 (1974-75):312-314
Fuller? or Tuttle?
Judith M. Plummer
8 (1975-76):3-8
Rhode Island Historical Society
Nancy F. Chudacoff

8 (1975-76):9-14, 173-178, 329-334, 634-639 (Cont. from 7:491; cont. to 9:6)
Connecticut Births Before 1730 from the Barbour Collection
Plainfield - Spaulding to Woodward (9-12)
Pomfret - Adams to Dana (12-14), Dana to Williams (173-178), Williams to Woodard (329)
Ridgefield - Abbot to Young (329-334)
Saybrook - Adgate to Atwell (334), Avery to Cogswell (634-639)

8 (1975-76):15-18
Western Connecticut Research
John Plummer

8 (1975-76):19-24, 185-190, 341-346, 527-532 (Cont. from 7:504; cont. to 9:15)
Connecticut Marriages Before 1750 from the Barbour Collection
Groton - Avery to Latham (19-24), Ledyard to Williams (185-190), Williams to Yeoman (341)
Guilford - Abbot to Cruttenden (341-346), Cruttenden to Hand (527-532)

8 (1975-76):29-34, 201-206, 355-360, 544-549 (Cont. from 7:508; cont. to 9:119)
Connecticut Headstone Inscriptions Before 1800 from the Connecticut State Library
Middletown - Indian Hill Cemetery - Bedwell to Russel (29-34), Russel to Willis (201-204)
Middletown - Miner Cemetery - Bacon to Plumb (205)
Middletown - Mortimer Cemetery - Allen to Gleason (205-206), Goodwin to Woodward (355-358)
Middletown - New Farm Hill Cemetery - Starr (358)
Middletown - Old East Cemetery - Clark (358)
Middletown - Old Farm Hill Cemetery - Ames to Hubbard (358-360), Hubbard to Woodward (544-548)
Middletown - Old South Side Cemetery - Bacon to Wilcox (548)
Middletown - Pine Grove Cemetery - Lee to Whitmore (548)
Norwich - Old Norwich Cemetery - Abel to Avery (549)

8 (1975-76):158-159
The Follett Family
Mrs. William Follett

8 (1975-76):159-160, 537, 640
Additions and Corrections
"Old Guilford Marriage Records to 1715 (From TAG)," 8:347-354 (537)
"Family of John Larkin," by Mrs. Arthur E. Larkin, 8:476-477 (640)

8 (1975-76):162
The Welles-Chapman Tavern
Marjorie Nutt

8 (1975-76):163-172
American Antiquarian Society
Frederick E. Bauer, Jr.

8 (1975-76):179-184
Starting & Continuing Your Records
George B. Everton, Jr.

8 (1975-76):191-196
Methods of Recording Your Records
George B. Everton, Jr.

8 (1975-76):316
Public Library of New London
Mrs. Kent E. Whitten
Searching State, County & City Records
George B. Everton, Jr.

Advertising for Relatives & Progenitors
Louise Everton

Old Guilford Marriage Records to 1715 (From TAG)
Herbert H. Olding, Jr.

Milford Founding Families Day

Family of John Larkin
Mrs. Arthur E. Larkin

Wife of Capt. Thomas Moore
George L. Roberts

Wife of John Larkin
Janet K. Pease

Researching in New Jersey
Warren L. Marsh

Federation of Genealogical Societies
Robert J. Tarte
Volume 9 (June, 1976 - March, 1977)

9 (1976-77):3-5
The John Warner of Farmington, Connecticut Association
Brainerd T. Peck

9 (1976-77):6-11, 162-167, 335-340, 504-509 (Cont. from 8:639; cont. to 10:13)
Connecticut Births Before 1730 from the Barbour Collection
Saybrook - Cogswell to Lay (6-11), Lay to Shattuck (162-167), Shipman to Wright (335-338)
Simsbury - Adams to Case (338-340), Case to Humphrey (504-509)

9 (1976-77):12-14
The Parke Society, Inc.
Brainerd T. Peck

Connecticut Marriages Before 1750 from the Barbour Collection
Guilford - Hand to Lord (15-19), Lucas to Stevens (168-174), Stevens to No Surname (346-349)
Haddam - Arnold to Hubbard (349-351), Hubbard to White (518-520)
Hartford - Adkins to Catlin (520-523)

Connecticut Headstone Inscriptions Before 1800 from the Connecticut State Library
Norwich - Old Norwich Cemetery - Avery to Huntington (119-123), Huntington to Tracy (175-181), Tracy to Zibberes (371-372)
Norwich - Yantic Cemetery - Hubbard to Turner (372-373)
Norwich - Hamilton Avenue Cemetery - Benjamin (373)
Norwich - Uncas Cemetery - Beque to Uncas (373)
Norwich - Mason Cemetery - King Philip's War Monument (373)
Norwich - Miantonomo Cemetery - 1643 Monument (374)
Norwich - Bingham Cemetery - Bingham (374)
Norwich - Christ Episcopal Church Cemetery - Arnold to Whipple (374-375)
Norwich - City Cemetery - Alden to Buswill (375-376), Buswill to Young (530-534)
Lyme - Beckitt Hill Cemetery - Rogers (534)
Lyme - Bill Hill Cemetery - Bennett to Peck (534-535)
Lyme - Brockway Cemetery - Baker to Woodward (535)
Lyme - Colt Cemetery - Beebe to Beebee (535)

9 (1976-77):341-345
A Genealogical Warning
Jean Rumsey

9 (1976-77):345, 476, 529
English Notes
William Cornwell, Thomas Cornell, John Clark/e, Thomas Clark, by Prentiss Glazier (345)
Thomas Birchard, by Prentiss Glazier (476)
William Cornwell, Sr., Thomas Cornell, Thomas Webber, by Prentiss Glazier (529)

9 (1976-77):352-370 (Cont. from 8:498)
Researching in New Jersey
Warren L. Marsh

9 (1976-77):479-480
Notes on Genealogical Research in the United Kingdom
(British Information Services, Policy and Reference Division)

9 (1976-77):483-503
To Look After Liberty
Nelson R. Burr
Volume 10 (June, 1977 - March, 1978)

10 (1977-78):3-12, 186-198, 393-400
The Mowbray Connection
Gary Boyd Roberts

Connecticut Births Before 1730 from the Barbour Collection
Simsbury - Humphrey to Segar (13-18), Segar to Woodbridge (212-214)
Stamford - Amber to Briggs (214-217), Briggs to Hardy (387-392), Harris to Knapp (567-572)

10 (1977-78):19-26
American Genealogical Sources
Ronald A. Bremer

Connecticut Marriages Before 1750 from the Barbour Collection
Hartford - Chappell to Judd (27-32), Judd to Smith (198-204), Smith to No Surname (401-405)
Killingworth - Arnell to Buel (405-406), Buel to Hurd (584-589)

10 (1977-78):33-37
Surnames of Early Conn. Settlers
Richard G. Tomlinson

Connecticut Headstone Inscriptions Before 1800 from the Connecticut State Library
Lyme - Colt Cemetery - Billard to Wood (38)
Lyme - Ely Cemetery - Clark to Scovell (38)
Lyme - Gillett Cemetery - Gillett (39)
Lyme - Griffin Cemetery - Griffin (39)
Lyme - Indian Grave Cemetery - Debuck (39)
Lyme - Josuatown Cemetery - Brockway to Niles (39-40)
Lyme - Lord Cemetery - Beckwith to Starlin (40)
Lyme - Marvin Cemetery - Anderson to Worman (40-42)
Lyme - Pleasant View Cemetery - Beckwith to Tiffany (42)
Lyme - Selden Cemetery - Beebe to Warner (42-43)
Lyme - Sterling Cemetery - Bump to Sterling (43)
Sterling - Sterling Cemetery on Eli Harding Farm - Sterlin / Sterling (43)
Killingworth - Old Cemetery - Blatch / Blatchley (43), Bristol to Wilcox (228)
Killingworth - Old Southwest Cemetery - Davis to Wilcox (228-229)
Killingworth - Union Cemetery - Buell to Willcox (230-232)
Haddam - New Cemetery - Ventres (232)
Haddam - Old Cemetery - Arnold to Smith (232-233), Smith to Wells (409)
Haddam - New Ponsett Cemetery - Spencer (409)
Haddam - Old Ponsett Cemetery - Bailey to Ward (410-411)
Haddam - Old Little City Cemetery - Seward (411)
Haddam - Old Ponsett Cemetery - Burr to Woodruff (411-412)
Haddam - Old Rock Landing Cemetery - Arnold to Stocking (412-413)
Haddam - Turkey Hill Cemetery - Lewis (413)
Haddam - Tylerville Cemetery - Bates to Tylor (413-414)
Simsbury - Hop Meadow Cemetery - Adams to Case (414), Case to Woodbridge (592-595)
Simsbury - Russell Cemetery - Russell (595)
Wallingford - Center Cemetery - Allen to Hall (595-597)

10 (1977-78):160-177
Old Guilford Births and Deaths to 1715 (From TAG)
Herbert H. Olding, Jr.

10 (1977-78):182-184
What's a Palantine?
Charles M. Hall
Writing a Family Genealogy
George E. Williams

C. S. G. on T. V.
Chris Lindsay, George E. Williams and David Stoddard

Connecticut Census Records of 1850 for One Surname
Saxton to Scander (355-359)
Scandall to Schmidt (421-426)
Schmuck to Scholfield (598-603)

The Gilbert Family
Gilbert H. Robinson

Bible and Family Records
Chittenden (363), Quimby (363-364), Whiting (364), King (364-365), Benson (365), Billings (365-366), Tinker (366),
Bruce-Farrar (366-368), Hyatt-Randle (368)
Rowland (415), Kniffen (415), West-Rich-Tooze (415-417), Patterson (417), Sage (417-418), Abbot (418-419),
Wolcott-Andrews (419-420), Ward (420)

Genealogical Research in the National Archives
James Dent Walker

Researching in N. Y. State
Ronald Stratton

How to Cope with Horse Thieves
Ronald Stratton

Interesting Experiences in Genealogy
Charles Hurst, James Bolles, Brainerd T. Peck, Mary Kenyon, Percy Goodsell, Bob Brown, Scott Alford and Jim Stone

Son Shines on 'Pop' as 'Ordinary Genius' Dies
Jules Loh
Volume 11 (June, 1978 - March, 1979)

11 (1978-79):3-12
The Wolcotts of Windsor, [Conn.]
Donald Bergquist

Connecticut Births Before 1730 from the Barbour Collection
Stamford - Knapp to Selleck (13-18), Selleck to Weed (198-203), Weed to No Surname (380-382)
Stonington - Allen to Brown (382-385), Brown to Denison (565-570)

Wardwell Family
Amy Chase Loftin

Connecticut Headstone Inscriptions Before 1800 from the Connecticut State Library
Wallingford - Center Cemetery - Hall to Cooley (26-31), Doolittle to to Yale (220-225)
Woodbury - South Cemetery - Atwood to Curtiss (225), Davidson to Wheeler (398-400)
Woodbury - North Cemetery - Minor (400)
Suffield - Austin Cemetery - Austin (400)
Suffield - Hastings Hill Cemetery - Adams to Remington (400-401)
Suffield - Phelps Warner Cemetery - Edward to Warner (401)
Suffield - Old Center Cemetery - Adams to King (401-403), King to Woolworth (586-589)
Suffield - West Suffield Cemetery - Austin to Spear (589-591)

Connecticut Census Records of 1850 for One Surname
Schofield / Scofield / Schofield to Schoolmaker / Shumaker / Schomaker (35-40)
Schoolmaker / Shumaker / Schomaker to Scott (228-233)

11 (1978-79):186-197
Symbols and Sermons in Stone
Anna Merz

11 (1978-79):204-207
Researching Your Italian Ancestors
Joseph R. Magnano

Connecticut Marriages Before 1750 from the Barbour Collection
Killingworth - Isbell to Stevens (208-213), Stevens to No Surname (388-391)
Lebanon - Abell to Bliss (391-393), Bliss to Finney (576-581)

Bible and Family Records
Naylor (214), Parker-Chase (214-215), Terry (215), Borden-Butler-Hardy (215-218 [Additions and Corrections 379, 503]),
Folliett (218-219), Case (219)
Worden (404), Traver-Tator-Buckbee-Gifford-Hedges-Simpson (404-406), Fish (406-407), Bowles (407-408), Clark (408)
Wales (592), Day-Bunnell-Smith (592-593), Andrews-Tuttle (593-594), Custin-Lamont-Gleason (594-595),
Driggs-Cond-Crossetti (595-597)

11 (1978-79):226-227
Errors in the Barbour Collection
Jean Rumsey

Crime and Punishment in Colonial Connecticut
Minor Myers, Jr.

11 (1978-79):379, 503
Additions and Corrections
"Bible and Family Records - Borden-Butler-Hardy," 11:215-218 (379, 503)
Try the United States Embassy
Carol Dawley

The Ballard Family
Mrs. Charles G. Fuller

Coats of Arms: Fact or $19.95 Fantasy?

Vital Records
George E. Williams

Land System of the New England Colonial Colonies
David F. Stoddard

Adoptees’ Liberty Movement Association
Douglas Hall

Organizing a Successful Genealogical Workshop
June B. Barekam

Notes
Buckland Marker (Near Jacksonville, FL), by Mrs. George Wheeler (564)
Searching Maine Roots of Loyalist Ancestors, by Mrs. Edward W. Ames (585)

Elwell Family

The Reed Genealogy
Kenneth L. Reed
Volume 12 (June, 1979 - March, 1980)

12 (1979-80):3-7
Freedom of Information
Helen M. Loy

12 (1979-80):7-14, 194-201, 386-391, 564-569 (Cont. from 11:570; cont. to 13:11)
Connecticut Births Before 1730 from the Barbour Collection
Stonington - Denison to Martin (7-14), Martin to Stanton (194-201), Stanton to Yeomans (386-391), Yeomans to Yerrington (564)
Stratford - Adams to Blakeman (564-569)

12 (1979-80):15-21
Forming a Family Society
Herbert A. Hotchkiss

Connecticut Marriages Before 1750 from the Barbour Collection
Lebanon - Finney to Ordway (22-29), Ordway to Williams (210-217), Williams to Wright (401)
Lyme - Adset to Dudley (401-405), Duren to Marvin (579-584)

12 (1979-80):30-31
Addenda to "Early Families of Wallingford"
Robert L. Tucker

Connecticut Headstone Inscriptions Before 1800 from the Connecticut State Library
Suffield - West Suffield Cemetery - Spencer to Warner (32)
Suffield - Woodland Cemetery - Loomis (32)
Derby - Colonial Cemetery - Baldwith to Wooster (32-36)
Enfield - Enfield Street Cemetery - Abbe to Parsons (36-39), Parsons to Wilson (222-225)
Enfield - King Street Cemetery - Allen to Ward (225)
Enfield - Old Hazardville Cemetery - Chapin to Simons (226)
Enfield - Private Cemetery - Markham (226)
Waterbury - Buck Hill Cemetery - Scott to Welton (226)
Waterbury - East Farms Cemetery - Austin to Culver (226)
Waterbury - Old Cemetery - Baldwin to Werner (226-227)
Waterbury - Grand Street Cemetery - Arnold to Scovill (227-229), Scovill to Welton (408)
Waterbury - Pine Grove Cemetery - Hopkins to Porter (408)
Waterbury - Riverside Cemetery - Baldwin to Welton (408-409)
Durham - Old Cemetery - Akins to Crane (409-413), Crane to Rose (594-599)

Genealogical Materials at the Ferguson Library
Thomas J. Kemp

12 (1979-80):202-209
President Rutherford B. Hayes
Donald C. Bergquist

12 (1979-80):218-221
The Hotchkiss Family
John Insley Coddington

12 (1979-80):221
Additions and Corrections
"Elwell Family," 11:706-709

12 (1979-80):230-238, 414-418
Bible and Family Records
Hand-Mott (230-231), Dudley (231-232), Aldrich (232-233), Roosa (233), Abbott-Carver (233-234), George (234-235),
Austin-Potter-Wilson (235-236), Bunnell (236), Warner-Custin (236-238), Thomas-Mackey (238)
Foot-Baldwin (414), Wheeler-Allen (414-415), Dunning-Fellows (415-416), Lawrence-Smith (416-418), Dunning (418)
New England Planter
Mrs. Fred Ebersole

Some Reflections on Modern Connecticut Genealogical Scholarship
Gary Boyd Roberts

Goshen Congregational Church, Lebanon, Ct.
James R. Case

The Davenport Family
John Insley Coddington

Burwell Genealogy
E. L. Tracey

Quaker Records in Dutchess Co., N. Y.
Muriel Meeker

One Opinion on Closing Conn. Vital Records
Hal Burdo

English Notes
Moses Cleveland, Enoch Grinlyfe, Robert Coe, Thomas Cornell, William Cornwell, Sr., by Prentiss Glazier (578)
Thomas Webber, by Prentiss Glazier (704)

Town Officials in Colonial Conn.
Daniel Cruson

The Descendants of Thomas² Shailer of Haddam
Harrison Shaler
The Great Witchcraft Panic of 1662
Richard G. Tomlinson

Connecticut Births Before 1730 from the Barbour Collection
Stratford - Blakeman to Curtis (11-16), Curtis to Hawley (192-197), Hawley to Morehouse (374-379), Moss to Searles (559-564)

Climbing Up the Family Tree
Eben W. Keyes, Jr.

Connecticut Marriages Before 1750 from the Barbour Collection
Lyme - Marvin to Tillotson (29-34), Tinker to No Surname (204-205)
Middletown - Abbey to Bartlett (205-209), Bassell to Clark (384-389), Clark to Fox (569-574)

Connecticut Headstone Inscriptions Before 1800 from the Connecticut State Library
Durham - Old Cemetery - Rosseter to Wright (35-37)
Durham - New Cemetery - Camp to Robinson (37)
Durham - Jones Plot - Jones (37)
Killingly - Bartlett #1 Cemetery - Mitchell (37)
Killingly - Breakneck Cemetery - Lorton to Warren (38)
Killingly - Burgess #1 Cemetery - Burgess (38)
Killingly - Cross Roads Cemetery - Day (38)
Killingly - Fairmont Cemetery - Fairman (38)
Killingly - High Street (Daville) Cemetery - Bowen (38)
Killingly - Hutchins-Franklin Street Cemetery - Carpenter to Spalding (38)
Killingly - Old Chestnut Hill Cemetery - Bateman to Wescot (38-39)
Killingly - Old South Killingly Cemetery - Adams to Robinson (39-40), Rude to Wright (215-216)
Killingly - Old Westfield Cemetery - Bassett to Webb (216)
Killingly - St. James Cemetery - Monahan (216)
Lebanon - Exeter Cemetery - Abel to Wright (216-218)
Lebanon - Lebanon Center Cemetery - Metcalf (218)
Lebanon - Old Cemetery - Abel to Clark (219-220), Clark to Sprague (394-399), Starkweather to Vetch (578-580)
Lebanon - Fowler Cemetery - Fowler (580)
Lebanon - Goshen Cemetery - Avery to Williams (580-583)
Lebanon - Bliss Cemetery - Bliss (583)
Lebanon - Loomis Cemetery - Loomis (583)
Lebanon - Mackall Cemetery - Mackall (583)
Lebanon - Scoville Buckingham Cemetery - Buckingham to Scovill (583)
Lebanon - Segar Cemetery - Cheeer to Swift (583)
Lebanon - Webster Cemetery - Webster (583)
Danbury - Baptist Cemetery - Pearse to Wilks (583)

Some Connecticut Sources
Brainerd T. Peck

Pension Records
Humphrey Brown, William Brown (191)
William Brown (Continued) (203)

Origins of Conn. Town Names
Joel N. Eno

Persons Born In Connecticut, 1850 Oregon Census
Notes
Additions and Corrections for "Families of Early Hartford, Connecticut" by Lucius Barnes Barbour, by Mrs. George Wheeler (212)
Additional Genealogical Lineage for the "Early Families of Wallingford, Conn.," by Robert Tucker (213)
Four Burial Records of St. Nicholas Church, Aberdeen, Scotland, by Morris W. Abbott (336)
Will of Ebenezer Cady, by Mrs. E. Prior (415)
Notes on Early Conn. Settlers: Williams, From the Hartford Times (521)

13 (1980-81):221-222
Some Genealogical Research in New York State
Mrs Harold J. Raynor

13 (1980-81):223-229, 400-411, 584-590
Bible and Family Records
Aldrich (223), Wells (223), Dunning (223-224), Stilwell (224), Cloyes (224), Black (224-225), Bradley (225-226), Townsend (226), Fort (227), Camp (227-228), Banton (228-229), Allen (229), Brown (229)
Allen (400), Ely-Reynold-Eliot-West-Scott-Mack-Hitchcock (400-407 [Corrections 700]), Terry (407-410; Corrections 14:222), Fairfield (410-411)
Boothe-Shelton-Wheeler (584-586), Webb-Cowles-Shave-Woodward-Shultz-Lukrofka (586-590), Hatch (590), Archer (590), Jordan (590)

13 (1980-81):348-352
The Clarks
John Insley Coddington

13 (1980-81):371-373
Early Settlement of Litchfield County, Connecticut
Brainerd T. Peck

Some English Records of Francis Stiles
Barry Hinman

13 (1980-81):390-393
The Migration of a Connecticut Family to Eastern New York in the Eighteenth Century
Paul E. Huey and Ralph D. Phillips

13 (1980-81):412-415
John Lincoln of Windham Co., Conn.
Carolyn C. Perkins

13 (1980-81):546-552
Index to Manual for First Presbyterian Church, Warren, Trumbull Co., Ohio
Olive K. Raber

13 (1980-81):555-558
Sons of the American Revolution
Brainerd T. Peck

13 (1980-81):565-568
General Society of Mayflower Descendants
James R. Case

13 (1980-81):575-577
Litchfield, Connecticut Historical Society
Lockett Ford Ballard, Jr.

13 (1980-81):591-592
Beginner's Luck
Thelma Owens
Additions and Corrections

Chad Browne of Rhode Island Family
W. B. Browne
Volume 14 (June, 1981 - March, 1982)

14 (1981-82):3-10
European Church Records
John Insley Coddington

14 (1981-82):10, 34
Migrations and Settlements in Colonial New England
John Insley Coddington

Connecticut Births Before 1730 from the Barbour Collection
Stratford - Seeley to Wilcoxson (11-16), Wilcoxson to Woster (203)
Suffield - Adams to Fuller (203-208), Fuller to Kendall (377-381), Kent to Remington (560-565)

14 (1981-82):17-20
Genealogical Perspective on Naturalization
David F. Stoddard

Connecticut Marriages Before 1750 from the Barbour Collection
Middletown - Frary to Hubbard (21-26), Hubbard to Kilborn (212-215), Kilborn to Phillips (386-391), Pierpoint to Shepard (568-573)

14 (1981-82):27-34
Pitfalls in Genealogy
Milton Rubincam

Connecticut Headstone Inscriptions Before 1800 from the Connecticut State Library
Danbury - Great Plain Cemetery - Boughton to Wildman (35)
Danbury - Kenosia or Lake Cemetery - Seger to Weed (35-36)
Danbury - Lower Starrs Plain Cemetery - Beaty to Taylor (36)
Danbury - Miry Brook Cemetery - Benedict to Wildman (36)
Danbury - North Main Street Cemetery - Barnum to White (36-37)
Danbury - St. James Cemetery - Benedict to Washborn (37)
Danbury - Wooster Cemetery - Baldwin to Wooster (37-38)
Danbury - Wooster Street Cemetery - Barnum to Wooster (38-39)
Preston - Avery Cemetery - Avery (39), Avery to Witter (223-224)
Preston - Brewer Cemetery - Barnard to Pride (224)
Preston - Brown Cemetery - Blogget to Sterry (224)
Preston - Crary Cemetery - Crary (225)
Preston - Forbes Cemetery - Billings to Tracy (225)
Preston - Gates Cemetery - Gates to Pollard (225)
Preston - Killam Cemetery - Dean to Thecher (225)
Preston - Long Society Cemetery - Andrus to Williams (225-227)
Preston - Old Poquetanock Cemetery - Allyn to Whipple (227)
Preston - Palmer Cemetery - Brewster to Tracy (227-228)
Preston - Preston City Cemetery - Andrews to Lesterll (228), Meech to Whitney (398-399)
Preston - Safford Cemetery - Safford (399)
Woodstock - Bolls Cemetery - Bolls (399)
Woodstock - Bungay Cemetery - Abbott to Williams (399-403 [Additions and Corrections 15:492, 559])
Woodstock - Center Cemetery - Lyon to Phillips (403)
Woodstock - Hammond Cemetery - Mathewson (403)
Woodstock - East Woodstock Cemetery - Allord (403), Bacon to White (578-580)
Woodstock - Woodstock Hill Cemetery - Allard to Lyman (580-583)

14 (1981-82):164
Notes
Some French-Canadian Judiciary Districts: Records After 1926, Province of Quebec

Migrations from Connecticut After 1800
Lois Kimball Mathews Rosenberry
Revolutionary War Soldiers in Litchfield County, Conn.
Joyce M. Cropsey

Bible and Family Records
Ufford-Pinney (216), Clark-Bidwell et. al. (217-219), Gates-Libbey-Case-Moses (219-221), Thomas-Mackey (221-222), Bunce (222)
Ellwood (584-585), Seibert (585), Williams (585-586), Payne (586-587), Hatfield (587-588), Dryden (588), Siver (588-589)

Additions and Corrections
"Inhabitants of Killingly, Conn.," by Margaret M. Weaver, 14:392-397 (559)
"Daughters of the American Revolution," by Hope Sasportas, 14:382-385 (577)

Oliver Clark Descendants
Adele A. Benson

Some Early Families of Guilford, Conn.
Richmond H. Curtiss

Daughters of the American Revolution
Hope Sasportas

Inhabitants of Killingly, Conn.
Margaret M. Weaver

John Lawrence Descendants
Nancy F. Carter

Genealogical Perspectives Upon Civil Court Records
David F. Stoddard

Bunker Hill Cemetery, Pomfret, Vermont
Barbara Burnham

The Guilford Room: Guilford, Conn. Public Library
Nona Bloomer
Volume 15 (June, 1982 - March, 1983)

Sources for Research in Scotland
Robert G. Carroon

Connecticut Births Before 1730 from the Barbour Collection
Suffield - Remington to Winchell (14-19), Winchell to Younglove (194-195)
Milford - Turner to Wooster (20-21; Cont. from 5:497)
New London - Adams to Avery (21-22), Avery to Coit (200-204; Cont. to 5:480)
Wallingford - Abernathy to Benham (195-199), Benham to Curtis (384-389), Curtis to Hall (560-564)

Connecticut Marriages Before 1750 from the Barbour Collection
Middletown - Shepard to Ward (23-28), Ward to No Surname (205-210 [Correction 492])
Milford - Adkins to Canfield (397-402), Carby to Law (572-577)

Oliver T. Fuller of Greene County, New York, and Some of His Descendants
Mrs. James L. Lane

Connecticut Headstone Inscriptions Before 1800 from the Connecticut State Library
Woodstock - Woodstock Hill Cemetery - Lyon to Wright (38-41)
Windham - Windham Cemetery - Abbe to Devison (41-43 [Correction 492]), Dewitt to Taylor (212-217),
Terrill to Young (407-407)
Old Lyme - Chadwick Cemetery - Chadwick (407)
Old Lyme - Duck River Cemetery - Alger to Parsons (407-411), Parsons to Woller (582-583)
Old Lyme - Old Meeting House Hill Cemetery - Alger to Robbins (584-585)
Old Lume - Layville Cemetery - Gillett to Sears (585)
Old Lyme - Peck Cemetery - Lacy to Peck (585)
Old Lyme - Wait Cemetery - Beckwith to Waite (585-586)
South Lyme - Champion #1 Cemetery - Havens (586)
Tolland - East Yard Cemetery - Baker to Stearns (586-587)
Tolland - Grant Hill Cemetery - Burgess (587)
Tolland - North Yard Cemetery - Aborn to Woodard (587-588)
Tolland - South Yard Cemetery - Abbot (588)

Minor Family
John Miner

15 (1982-83):211
Information on Polish Research
Gene Szymarek

Bible and Family Records
Robinson (218), Harriet-Hatfield-Williams-Zimmerman (219), Wicker (219-220), Perrigo et. al. (220-221),
Emmons-Cone-Shepard-Frazier (221-223), King (223), House (223)
Peckham (504-505), Worden (505), Traver (505-506), Tator (506), Buckbee-Gifford (506), Gifford-Hedges (507-508),
Simpson-Hedges (508-509), Pattee (509), Savory-Brown (509-510), Townsend (510-511), Clock (511)
Horton (593), Cady-Thorp-Allen (593-595), Hawes (595-596), West (596), Jones (597 [Correction 21:56]), Norton (597-598),
Valentine-Perego-Weiant (598-599), Cowan (599-600), Sheldon (600)

15 (1982-83):224-225
"Strong" Corrections
John C. LaPiana and Rebecca S. Thomas

15 (1982-83):368
Some Sherwoods of Rye, N. Y.
Donald F. Notley and Charles Whitlock Rockett
Broadening the Emphasis of Genealogy to Include Family History
Val D. Greenwood

Old Guilford Marriage Records to 1715 (From TAG)
Herbert H. Olding, Jr.

Inscriptions from Headstones in the Hillside Cemetery, West Farmington, Ohio, Relating to Wolcott and Allied Families
Robert G. Carroon

Additions and Corrections
"Connecticut Headstone Inscriptions Before 1800 from the Connecticut State Library," 14:398-403 (492)
"Connecticut Marriages Before 1750 from the Barbour Collection," 15:205-210 (492)
"Inhabitants of Killingly, Conn.," by Margaret M. Weaver, 14:392-397 (559)
"Connecticut Headstone Inscriptions Before 1800 from the Connecticut State Library," 14:398-403 (559)

A Family Reunion
Mrs. Clarence H. Neher

National Ancestral Roots of Americans
(From the Nevada State Genealogical Society Newsletter)

Legal Cases as Genealogical Sources
Robert C. Wigton

Scotch-Irish and Where They Came From
Mrs. A. William Ladd

Prince William County, Virginia Census for 1850: Residents from Other States than Virginia Listed in the Census
Georgia S. Murray

How to Use Chancery Court Records in Tracing Your Ancestry
Donald Ray Barnes

The French Canadians and U. S. Vital Records
Helen M. Maxson

The Indian Colonial Research Center
Mary Virginia Goodman

Loyalists with Land Settlements in Nova Scotia
Marion Gilroy

Black Families of Christ Episcopal Church, Stratford, Connecticut
Sandi J. Brewster-Walker
Volume 16 (June, 1983 - March, 1984)

16 (1983-84):3-7
Notes on Frank Lloyd Wright's Paternal Family
Donald Leslie Johnson

16 (1983-84):8-12, 198-203, 378-383, 568-573 (Cont. from 15:564; cont. to 17:8)
Connecticut Births Before 1730 from the Barbour Collection
Wallingford - Hall to Ives (8-12), Ives to Morse (198-203), Morse to Royce (378-383), Royce to Yale (568-573)
Waterbury - Yale, Andrus to Bronson (572-573)

16 (1983-84):13-14
S. A. S. E.
Stella J. Pepper

16 (1983-84):15-20, 216-221, 391-396, 580-585 (Cont. from 15:577; cont. to 17:22)
Connecticut Marriages Before 1750 / 1850 from the Barbour Collection
Milford - Lawrence to Roach (15-20), Roberts to Willard (216-221), Willett to No Surname (391)
New London - Abbert to Avery (391-396), Avery to Beckwith (580-585)

16 (1983-84):21-34
Tracing Your Ancestors By Correspondence
Elizabeth Simpson

Connecticut Headstone Inscriptions Before 1800 from the Connecticut State Library
Tolland - South Yard Cemetery - Aborn to Yoman (35-40)
Hamden - Centerville Cemetery - Allin to Atwater (40), Atwater to Warner (222-223)
Hamden - Hamden Plains Cemetery - Alling to Woolding (223-224)
Hamden - Mt Carmel Cemetery - Allen to Tuttle (224-225)
Hamden - State Street Cemetery - Mansfield to Potter (225)
Hamden - Whitneyville Cemetery - Dickerman (225)
Litchfield - East Cemetery - Africa to Wolcott (226-227)
Litchfield - Headquarters Cemetery - Birge to Frisbie (227), Grannis to Smith (400)
Litchfield - Milton Cemetery - Buell to Wright (400)
Litchfield - Northfield Cemetery - Atwater to Webster (401)
Litchfield - West Cemetery - Adams to Wooster (401-403)
Southington - Oak Hill Cemetery - Allen to Judd (403-405), Langton to Upson (586-587)
Southington - South End Cemetery - Bristol to Woodruff (588-589)
Voluntown - Gallop Cemetery - Gallup (589)
Voluntown - kennedy Cemetery - Briggs to Wylie (589)
Voluntown - Old Palmer Cemetery - Palmer (589)
Voluntown - Robbins Cemetery - Robbins (589)
Coventry - Old Center Cemetery - Chamberlain to Pomeroy (589)
Coventry - Old Cemetery - Badger to Wilson (590)
Coventry - Nathan Hale Cemetery - Arnold to Fitch (590-591)

16 (1983-84):41-44
The British Background of the Randalls of Westerly, R. I. and Stonington, Conn.
Marilyn Randall Landry

16 (1983-84):45
The Bethlehem Baptist Church, Ruff Creek, Washington Twp., Greene Co., Penna.
David Seibert

In Search of Your British and Irish Roots
Angus Baxter

16 (1983-84):196-197
The Founders of Windsor, Connecticut: Ancestral Heads of Windsor's First Families
Kent C. L. Avery and Stephen E. Simon
Volume 17 (June, 1984 - March, 1985)

17 (1984-85):3-7
New Hampshire Place Names
A. H. Polley, Jr.

Connecticut Births Before 1730 from the Barbour Collection
Waterbury - Bronson to Scovill (8-13), Scovoll to Woolson (197-200)
Wethersfield - Abro to Baxter (379-384), Baxter to Belden (560-563)

17 (1984-85):14-21, 201-208, 370-378
New Englanders in Tioga Co., Pa. 1850 Census, Especially from Conn. and Vermont
Rhoda E. Ladd

Connecticut Marriages Before 1850 from the Barbour Collection
New London - Beckwith to Bindloss (22-27), Bindloss to Brooks (209-214), Brooks to Calkins (387-392), Calkins to Chappel (568-573)

17 (1984-85):28
The Clue Was In the Picture
R. Ferris Randall

17 (1984-85):29-34, 216-221, 395-400, 583-588 (Cont. from 16:591; cont. to 18:38)
Connecticut Headstone Inscriptions Before 1800 from the Connecticut State Library
Coventry - Nathan Hale Cemetery - Fitch to Wright (29-32)
Coventry - Silver Street Cemetery - Andrews to Turner (32-34), Valbridge to Wright (216)
Coventry - Strong Cemetery - Babcock to Woodward (216-217)
Branford - Old Brandford Cemetery - Atwater to Smith (217-221), Stent to Yates (395)
Branford - Damascus Cemetery - Ives (395)
Branford - Mill Plain Cemetery - Beach to Rogers (395-396)
Canterbury - Baldwin Cemetery - Adams to Tustin (396)
Canterbury - Bradford Cemetery - Bradford (396)
Canterbury - Cary Cemetery - Adams to Williams (396-398)
Canterbury - Cleveland Cemetery - Adams to Wells (398-399)
Canterbury - Herrington & Stevens Cemetery - Stevens (399)
Canterbury - Hyde Cemetery - Palmer (399)
Canterbury - Morse & Ruby Cemetery - Brewster to Roby (400)
Canterbury - Old Baldwin Cemetery - Baldwin to Taylor (400)
Canterbury - Old Smith Cemetery - Adams to Lyon (400), Lyon to Winchester (583)
Canterbury - Raymond Cemetery - Backus to Williams (583-584)
Canterbury - Small Cemetery - Lord (584)
Canterbury - Westminster Cemetery - Adams to Park (584)
Canterbury - Wheeler Cemetery - Adams to Pattengill (584)
Pomfret - Bruce Cemetery - Leffingwell to Williams (585)
Pomfret - Chandler Cemetery - Chandler (585)
Pomfret - Dennis Cemetery - Brayton (585)
Pomfret - Old Abbington Cemetery - Abbott to Stowell (585-588 [Correction 18:231])

17 (1984-85):35-39, 222-227, 403-409, 593-
Bible and Family Records
Forsyth (35-37), Burrows (37), Macomber-Ladd (37), Hicks-Bassett (38-39), Seymour (39)
Hull (222), Jones-Plumley (222-223), Gray (223-224), Quimby (224), Ketchum (224-225), Willson-Race (225-227), Barnes (227)
Fowler-Gillam (403-404), Schrumpf (404-405), Quick (405-406), Welsh (406), Hersey (406), Gilman (407), Delamatter-Winegar (407-408), Van Auken (408), Willse-Steel (408-409), Moore (409)
Brown (593), Rawson-Rogers (594), Humphrey (594-595), Bement (595), Woodley-Wickham (596-597), Joseph Hale Pedigree (597-598), Varney (599), Collins (599-600), Wickham (600)

17 (1984-85):40, 228-229, 410, 601-602
Computer Users Column
James Adams, of Westerly, Rhode Island
Janis J. Arnold

History as Prologue to Genealogical Research: Irish Catholics in Connecticut, 1829-1870
Antonia Booth

17 (1984-85):215
Tips on Tracing Your Family Tree
(From the St. Louis Genealogical Society)

17 (1984-85):385-386
District of New York - Port of New York
Charles Whitlock Rockett

17 (1984-85):393-394
The Card Family of Nova Scotia
Theodore C. Willoughby

17 (1984-85):401-402
Making Land Records Work For You
Gladys Muller

17 (1984-85):505
Bureau of Indian Affairs Area Offices

17 (1984-85):516
Tax List, Redding, Connecticut, 1853
Ruth D. Anderson

17 (1984-85):552
Illinois State Headquarters for Major Religious Denominations

17 (1984-85):555-559
Beginner's Corner for All Ancestor Detectives
Rosemary Boyle

17 (1984-85):564-567
The Strict Baptist Church of Mount Pleasant, NY
Loretta Ford

17 (1984-85):574-582 [Correction 18:138]
List of Connecticut Probate Districts
Albert C. Bates

17 (1984-85):589-592
Inscriptions from Potter and West Hilton Cemeteries, Saratoga County, New York
Dudley M. Torra

17 (1984-85):688-689
William Tarbell of Colchester, Conn.
Ralph A. Stilwell

17 (1984-85):698
Headstones in the Adirondack Mountains, Near North Creek, N. Y., In a Hamlet Called Sodom, Warren County, N. Y.
Shirley B. Goerlich

17 (1984-85):709
Genealogy Glossary for Court Records
Helen Hunt

Basic Genealogy: A Teaching Outline
John LaPiana
Volume 18 (June, 1985 - March, 1986)

18 (1985-86):3-14
The Huguenots
Mrs. Andrew Ross

Connecticut Births Before 1850 from the Barbour Collection
Wethersfield - Belden to Blood (15-20), Boardman to Buck (201-206 [Corrections 388]), Buck to Cady (396-401), Calder to Clary (602-607)

Deans of Canann, Connecticut
Dudley M. Torra

18 (1985-86):24-29, 213-218, 409-415, 621-626 (Cont. from 17:573; cont. to 19:20)
Connecticut Marriages Before 1850 from the Barbour Collection
New London - Chappel to Codner (24-29), Codner to Comstock (213-218), Comstock to Culver (409-415), Culver to Delong (621-626)

18 (1985-86):30-33
Connecticut Towns and Their Establishment

18 (1985-86):33-34
Changes in the Names of Some Massachusetts Towns
Betty Crocker

18 (1985-86):34-35
Genealogy of the Uncas Family as Given by Uncas in 1679
Lyent Russell

18 (1985-86):35-36
Genealogy of Pually Mossuck
Lyent Russell

18 (1985-86):37
A Genealogy Problem
John P. Morley, Sr.

Connecticut Headstone Inscriptions Before 1800 from the Connecticut State Library
Pomfret - Old Abbington Cemetery - Sumner to Williams (38)
Pomfret - Pomfret Street Cemetery - Backus to Payson (38-39)
Pomfret - Sabin Cemetery - Angel to Sabin (39-43), Sabin to Williams (226-228)
Kent - Good Hill Cemetery - Baldwin to Wright (228-231)
Kent - Kent Hollow Cemetery - Barlow (231), Elliot to Waller (422)
Kent - St. Andrew's Cemetery - Swift to Wilkeson (422)
Farmington - Old Farmington Cemetery - Alvord to Root (422-427), Root to Woodruff (630-632)
Mansfield - Gurley Cemetery - Babcock to Wyilys (632-634)
Mansfield - Old Mansfield Cemetery - ??? to Hare (634-635)

Bible and Family Records
Williams (44), Whitlock-Bourne-Owen (44-46), Bourne-Plumer-Waldrong (46), Ayer (47), Pearl (47-48), Adams-Merrill-Hodgdon (48-49), Moore (49 [Correction 240]), Bartlett (49-50)
Jenner (234-235), Haskins-Dalrymple (235-236), Perkins-Pattison (236-237), Mallery (237), Miles-Parker-Curtis (238), Gates (239), Wheeler (239-240)
Melcher (428), Many (429-430), Townsend (430), Hulett (430-431), Gillett (431-432), Van Steenburgh (432), Gilbert (433-434), Nichols (434)
Dart (641-643), Hotchkiss (643), Stinoff/Stinaff (643-644), Ladd (644), Lamphires (644-645), Fox (645-646), Greenough (647)
Notes
Cook Cemetery Inscriptions, N. Monroeville, Erie County, Ohio, by Patricia H. Parker (50)
Autograph Book, by Mrs. Helen Scholl (50)
Centaph-Helograph (52 [Corrections 338])
A Vermont Cemetery, by Julia M. Greene (190-191 [Correction and Addition 388])
Stones in a Small Roadside Cemetery a Few Miles West of the Shaker Museum Near Chatham, N. Y., by Julia M. Greene (191)
Nicknames, by Nancy L. Dodge (240)
Obituary (Wilson) (617)
Obituary (Perry) (725)

Computer Users Column

When Genealogy was Just a Word
R. Theodore Swanson

Nicknames for Ancestors

Additions and Corrections
"List of Connecticut Probate Districts," by Albert C. Bates, 17:574-582 (138)
"Basic Genealogy: A Teaching Outline," by John LaPiana, 17:735-736 (138)
"Moore Bible Records," 18:49 (240)
"Notes: Centaph-Helograph," 18:52 (338)
Correction - Barbour Collection (Dimick) (388)
Correction - History of the Town of Acworth, New Hampshire (388)
"Deans of Canann, Connecticut," by Dudley M. Torra, 18:21-23 (388)
"A Vermont Cemetery," by Julia M. Greene, 18:190-191 (388)
Correction - Early Families of Hartford, Conn. (Barbour) (388)
Correction - Phelps Family Genealogy (768)
Correction - Early Families of Milford, Conn. (768)

Inscriptions from the Headstones in the Georgetown, South Carolina, Cemeteries Relating to Marvin and Prior Families of Connecticut
Robert G. Carroon

James Adams, of Westerly, Rhode Island
Janis J. Arnold

Northeastern Births as Listed in 1860 Virginia Mortality Schedule
Georgia Murray

Marriage Records of Dedham, Massachusetts
Herbert W. Sumner, Jr.

Gravestone Carvers
Virginia B. Bepler

Ancestry of Josiah Ames (1765-1815)
Mrs. Edward D. Ames
Volume 19 (June, 1986 - March, 1987)

The Story of Heraldry
Clare McVickar Ward

Connecticut Births Before 1850 from the Barbour Collection
Wethersfield - Clary to Curtis (11-16), Curtis to Deming (203-208), Deming to Dixon (397-402), Dixon to Francis (582-587)

Computer Users Column

Connecticut Marriages Before 1850 from the Barbour Collection
New London - Delong to Dunbar (20-25), Dunckin to Fog (215-220), Foley to Garrett (407-412), Garrett to Griffin (603-608)

19 (1986-87):26-30 [Correction 308], 221-225, 413-418, 609-614
Birth Records of Dedham, Massachusetts
Herbert W. Sumner, Jr.

Connecticut Headstone Inscriptions Before 1800 from the Connecticut State Library
Mansfield - Old Mansfield Cemetery - Hartshorn to Wright (31-34 [Correction 517])
Mansfield - Old Storrs Cemetery - Baldwin to Thompson (34-36), Topliff to Williams (226)
Mansfield - Wormwood Hill Cemetery - Fletcher (226)
Mansfield - Ridges Cemetery - Babcock to Turner (226-227)
Cornwall - Calhoun Cemetery - Calhoon to Wilson (227)
Cornwall - Cornwall Cemetery - Abbott to Whitney (228-230)
Cornwall - Sedgwick Cemetery - Buell to Willoughby (230)
Cornwall - Allen Cemetery - Allen (230-231)
Cornwall - Cornwall Hollow Cemetery - Sedgwick (231)
Cornwall - Small Pox Cemetery - Butler (231)
Winchester - Center Cemetery - Alvord to Hill (231), Huiblt to Wetmore (419)
Winchester - Central Cemetery - Doolittle to Hall (419)
Winchester - Winchester Cemetery - Cleveland to Wilson (419-420)
Lebanon - Goshen Cemetery - Avery to Williams (420-422 [Correction 620])
Goshen - Bliss Cemetery - Bliss (422)
Goshen - Fowler Cemetery - Fowler (422)
Goshen - Loomis Cemetery - Loomas (422)
Goshen - Mackall Cemetery - Mackall (422)
Goshen - Scoville Buckingham Cemetery - Buckingham to Scovill (423)
Goshen - Segar Cemetery - Cheever to Swift (423)
Goshen - Webster Cemetery - Webster (423)
Bozrah - Bailey-Wightman Cemetery - West to Wightman (423)
Bozrah - Gardner Cemetery - Gardner to Robards (423, Repeated 616)
Bozrah - Hough-Harris Cemetery - Foot (423)
Bozrah - Johnson Cemetery - Abell to Hilliard (424), Hough to West (615-616)
Bozrah - Old Leffingwell Cemetery - Chapman to McNeil (616)
Bozrah - Parker Cemetery - Brown to Whiting (616-617)
Thompson - Bates Cemetery - Ballard to Mason (617)
Thompson - Dike Cemetery - Dike (617)
Thompson - New Boston Cemetery - Comstock (617)
Thompson - Old East Thompson Cemetery - Barstow to Woderdiec (617-618)
Thompson - Tourtellote Cemetery - Tourtellote (618)
Thompson - West Thompson Cemetery - Allton to Davis (618-620)

Bible and Family Records
Barker (37), Potter (37-38), Pohly (38-39), Rockwell (39-41), Jones (41-42), Williams (42)
Edwards (232-233), Hankins (233-234), Hankins (234), Anthony (235), Jacoy-Bowrey (235-236), Naylor (236 [Correction 434]), Pomeroy-Moore (236-237), Burbank (238-239)
Thomas-Streeter (428-430), Wright (430-431), Smith (431-432), Baker-Wheaton-Fleming (432-434), Baker (434)
Information on Lyon Genealogy
Lawrence W. Dunham

Notes
Thompson Pension File Affadavit (155)
Abstract Will of Joseph Scribner (334)
Land Deed Recorded in Hartford, Conn. Re Information on Rebecca Smith, by Raymond G. MacDougall (341)

Additions and Corrections
Correction - Barbour Collection (155)
"Revolutionary Soldiers Buried in Wayne County, PA," by Stan Pratt, 18:219-225 (202)
"Birth Records of Dedham, Massachusetts," by Herbert W. Sumner, Jr., 19:26-30 (308)
Correction - Ancestral Roots of 60 Colonists (Weis) (308)
"Descendants of Adam-de-Barttelo," by Harriet R. Allen, 18:738-741 (308)
"Marriage Records of Dedham, Massachusetts," by Herbert W. Sumner, Jr., 18:194-200 (308)
"Bible and Family Records: Naylor," 19:236 (434)

Connecticut Deaths Before 1850 from the Barbour Collection
Andover - Abbey to Lyman (174-179), Lyman to No Surname (367-371)
Ashford - Abbott to Bicknell (371-372), Blancher to Kendall (552-557), Kendall to Russell (750-755)

Write Those Memoirs
Frank William Bouley

Connecticut Births Between 1730 and 1850 from the Barbour Collection
Middletown - Abbott to Armsted (181-186), Arnold to Bacon (373-378), Bailey to Benham (563-568), Benham to Boardman (756-761)

Connecticut Marriages Between 1730/1750 and 1850 from the Barbour Collection
Ashford - Abbe to Bicknell (187-192), Bicknell to Butler (379-384), Butler to Clark (569-574), Clark to Dow (762-767)

Eunice Moss of Wallingford, Connecticut
Albert Wilcox Savage, Jr.

Marriages in the Town of North Haven
Mrs. Francis T. Flood

Margaret Fleming, Wife of Griffith Bowen
Herman Nickerson

Somerset, England Records and American Descendants
Robin Bush

Massachusetts Record of Births Midwife Report 1827-1882: Record of Cases of Midwifery - E. G. Ufford
Richard H. Martin, Jr.

Which Mary Durkee Married Ebenezer Wallbridge?
Bernice Gunderson
The Saga of John Lothrop  
Paul Q. Brooks

Ancient Place-Names in Connecticut  
Joel Nelson Eno

Mercy Benjamin, Wife of Nathan Munroe  
Janet K. Pease

Early Connecticut Marriages Index By Frederick W. Bailey  
Helen Schatvet Ullman

Griffith Bowen of Wales and Massachusetts  
Herman Nickerson, Jr.

Indentures - Apprenticeships  
Kathy Ritter

Connecticut State Library and Its Sources
Volume 20 (June, 1987 - March, 1988)

List of Deaths in Clinton, Conn., from January 1, 1809 to January 1, 1878
Aaron G. Hurd and Mrs. Francis T. Flood

20 (1987-88):15-17
Early Wars and the Years They Were Fought

Connecticut Births Before 1850 from the Barbour Collection
Wethersfield - Francis to Goodrich (18-23), Goodrich to Griswold (209-214), Griswold (400-405), Griswold to Hogens (589-594)

20 (1987-88):24-25
The Life and Confession of Miner Babcock
George S. Gadbois

20 (1987-88):25, 52, 148, 208, 239, 399, 413
Additions and Corrections
"Griffith Bowen of Wales and Massachusetts," by Herman Nickerson, Jr., 19:588-596 (25)
Additions - Early Families of Guilford, Conn., by Talcott (52)
"Indentures - Apprenticeships," by Kathy Ritter, 19:621-625 (52)
 Corrections - Barbour Connecticut Vital Records (148, 413)
"Muster Roll of North Haven Men Who Served Under the King in the Pre-Revolutionary Period," by Mrs. Francis T. Flood, 20:134-135 (208)
"Matthew Allyn of Windsor, Conn.," by Theodore M. Sastrom, 20:34-43 (239, 413)
Correction - History of New Milford and Bridgewater, Conn. By Orcutt, by Mrs. Robert H. Scribner (399)

Computer Users Column

Connecticut Marriages Before 1850 from the Barbour Collection
New London - Griffin to Harris (28-33), Harris to Hempstead (220-225), Hempstead to Howard (414-419), Howard to Jeppson (602-607)

Matthew Allyn of Windsor, Conn.
Theodore M. Sastrom

Connecticut Headstone Inscriptions Before 1800 from the Connecticut State Library
Thompson - West Thompson Cemetery - Davis to Younglove (44-48)
Thompson - Wilsonville Cemetery - Arnold to Town (48)
Woodbridge - East Side Burying Ground - Alling to Johnson (48-49), Johnson to Woodbridge (231-232)
Woodbridge - Milford Side Cemetery - Baldwin to Terrill (232-233)
Woodbridge - North West Cemetery - Clark to Ward (233)
New Milford - Center Cemetery - Baldwin to Northrup (233-236)
New Milford - Center Cemetery - Northrup to Welch (422-423)
New Milford - Gallows Hill Cemetery - Baldwin to Warner (423-424)
New Milford - Gaylordsville Cemetery - Baldwin to Stilson (424)
New Milford - Northville Cemetery - Bottford to Wheaton (424)
New Milford - Peet Cemetery - Peet (425)
New Milford - Prickett District Cemetery - Perriss to Platt (425)
New Milford - Quaker Cemetery - Hill (425)
New Milford - Upper Merryall Cemetery - Benedick to Wileman (425-426)
New Milford - Long Mountain Cemetery - Baldwin to Merwin (426)
Warren - Averill Cemetery - Averill (427)
Warren - Old Cemetery - Bates to Platt (427), Platt to Woodbridge (611-613)
Glastonbury - Eastbury Cemetery - Andrews to Wright (613-616)
Glastonbury - Green Cemetery - Alford to Hall (616-617)
The Search for Moses Barrett Who Married Mary Dow
Madalene R. Barnett

Legend About John Dawson
Adele Altomare

Guide to the Genealogical Collection at Ferguson Library, Stamford, Conn.
Pat Larrabee

Death Records of Dedham, Massachusetts
Herbert W. Sumner, Jr.

A Working Tool
John H. Nichols

The Huguenots
Shirley Newton Gorevin

Suffield, Conn., Grand Register - May 25, 1906 - Elementary School Names and Ages
Walter H. McIntosh

Proof by Probate
Charles Whitlock Rockett

Elkanah Fox
June Cadrain Senack

What's In a Name?

Knox Record
David Seibert

Custin Genealogy
Adele A. Benson

Names of the 103 American Soldiers Inscribed on DAR Tablet at Yorktown Penna. (553-554)
Names of the 132 French Soldiers Inscribed on Same Tablet (554-555)

Addenda to the Hoyt Genealogy
Harriet R. Allen

North Haven Baptisms
Mrs. Francis T. Flood

James Appley Genealogy
Walter E. Casey
20 (1987-88):608-611
Cliff’s Army of Chelmsford Forefathers
Clifford J. Choquette and Bernard E. Mullen

20 (1987-88):625-626
Ancestry and Children of Zebulon Whipple
Joseph Klein

20 (1987-88):693-695
Some Death Records from County Sligo, Ireland (693)
Some Births from County Sligo, Ireland (693-695)
Some Gravestone Inscriptions from County Sligo, Ireland (695)
Theresa C. Bedell

20 (1987-88):696-698
Elvin Platt Soper Genealogy
James R. Case

Terms of Relationships
Donald Lines Jacobus

20 (1987-88):711-713
DeWolf Family
James E. Bolles

20 (1987-88):714-717
Land Tax Records in England
Mike Spencer

20 (1987-88):718-719
The Dates and the Calendar Should Be Known by Every Genealogist
Clifton W. Sargent

20 (1987-88):752-754
Alburtus, Alburti, Burtis
Dorothy J. Chance

20 (1987-88):767
Two Killingley Probate Records Found in Plainfield, Conn.
Eva J. Prior
Volume 21 (June, 1988 - March, 1989)

Cities, Incorporated Villages, and Towns of the State of New York
Mary Lou P. Rath

Computer Users Column

Connecticut Births Before 1850 from the Barbour Collection
Wethersfield - Holbrook to Hurlburt (13-18), Hurlburt to Landers (217-222), Landers to May (405-410), May to Newbury (593-598)

Church Records from the Connecticut State Library
Ashford - Westford Congregational Church, 1768-1937 - Abbey to Brown (19-24), Brown to Curtiss (209-214), Curtiss to Grosvenor (411-416), Hall to Knowlton (601-606)

Board for Certification of Genealogists

The New Interlibrary Loan System: A Guide for Genealogists
Linda J. Goff

Connecticut Marriages Before 1850 from the Barbour Collection
New London - Jerome to Kirtland (29-34), Kirtland to Leffingwell (203-208), Leffingwell to Lyon (424-429), Lyon to McDowell (614-619)

Biographical Notes on Burials in Dosoris Cemetery, Glen Cove, L. I.
Ruth Tangier Smith

Past Occupations

Bible and Family Records
Hotchkiss-Stinoff (50), Shannon (51), Palmer (51-52), Davis (52), Gammons (52-53), Hedge (53), Rouse (53-54), Harvey (54-55), Roth (55-56), Randolph (56)
Thorn (235), Williams (235-236), Swift (236), Hall (237), Baumgardner (237-238), Baumgardner (239), Baumgardner (239), Patten (239-240), Patten (240-241), Phelps (241), Clark (242), Brown (241-243), Marble (243)
Leffingwell (443), Wright (443-444), Squier-Whigam (444-445), Cook (446), Merrill (447), Beach (447-448), Richardson (448-449), Post (449), Bowlingame-Guard (449-450), Matthews (450)
Hitchcock (631-632), Jackson (632-633), Hall (633-634), Jackson-Bruce (634-635), Barden (635-636), Davison (636-637), Hyde (637), Bradford (637-638), Parker (638-639), Judson (639)
21 (1988-89):56, 228, 517, 639, 710
Additions and Corrections
"Bible and Family Records: Jones," 15:597 (21:56)
"The Family of John Arnold," by Edward M. Geary, 7:307-308 (228)
"Matthew Allyn of Windsor, Conn.," by Theodore M. Sastrom, 20:34-43 (517)
"Bible and Family Records: Bell-McGahen-Campbell, 20:621-623 (517)
Correction - Sayles Country, by Judith A. Hurst (639, 710)

21 (1988-89):57, 244, 451
Maps
Settlers of New Haven Half-Mile Square (57)
Milford in 1646 (244)
Settlement of Mattatuck, or Waterbury - 1673 (451)

21 (1988-89):139-143
The Embler Family
Bettina H. Kesteloot

Thomas Dimock and His Descendants
Denise M. Milke

Connecticut Deaths Before 1850 from the Barbour Collection
Bethlehem - Green to Wooster (175-176)
Bozrah - Abell to Daniels (176-180), Darrow to Lucca (365-370), Lynch to No Surname (555-560)
Branford - Abbott to Averill (560), Averill to Ford (747-752)

Connecticut Births Between 1730 and 1850 from the Barbour Collection
Middletown - Collins to Cotton (181-186), Cotton to Dickinson (371-376), Dickinson to Dunn (563-568), Dupee to Foster (755-760)

Connecticut Marriages Between 1750 and 1850 from the Barbour Collection
Ashford - Mason to Perrin (187-192), Perry to Royce (377-382), Russ to Snow (569-574), Snow to Tracy (761-766)

The Nomenclature of Connecticut Families
Joel N. Eno

Notes
Nicknames (302)
Will of Benjamin Clark of South Kingston, RI (401)
Obituary - Bogart-Courtroul, Burbank, CA (423)
Obituary - Stauning, Pico Rivera, CA (423)
First Settlers of Lyme (Connecticut) (434)
Obituary - Berozsky, Enfield CT and CA (562)

Some Percivals of Cape Cod and Connecticut
John Devereaux Kernan

Letter from John Parker to Abiram Parker, Vienna, Oneida County, New York, Dated August of 1852
Elizabeth H. Munger

21 (1988-89):386-392
Proof Beyond a Reasonable Doubt (Josiah Allen's Wife was Dau. of William Read)
Allen Brownlee

21 (1988-89):393-395
The Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County, Ohio: A Researchers Gold Mine, Often Overlooked
Jean D. Worden
Additional Data on Mary Durkee
Bernice Gunderson

Addendum to Michael Hinman Which Appeared in the Connecticut Nutmegger
Barry Hinman

The Value of City Directories as a Research Tool Found in the Manatee County Historical Records Library

Genealogies (Sumner)
Raeda Ford Cooke

Who is What? Titles, Titles, Titles

First Proprietors of Farmington, Connecticut

Genealogies (Butler)
Adele M. Altomare

History or Genealogy?
Roan A. McClure

Cemeteries Located in Montville, Conn. Not in the Hale Collection
Helen S. Aldrich

The Adams Family: Survivors of the Wyoming Massacre
Doris R. Sheridan

Chautauqua County, New York, the Exodus from Connecticut and Other New England States
Ora Palmer Silen

Manuscript Collection in the Whitney Library, New Haven, Conn.
Ottilia Koel

Calendar of Wars

A Genealogical Problem (Root)
Florence A. Lembeck

New Brunswick County Registry Offices

Two Lydia Joneses Were Married in 1751
Harriet Dieterich

Connecticut Men in Bolton, Chittenden County, Vermont Land Records
Elizabeth Clark
21 (1988-89):630
Jenner - Coe - Hinman
Barry Hinman

21 (1988-89):692, 630, 716
Genealogista are Paper Collectors

Ephraim Nutting of Groton, Massachusetts
Frank A. Brown

21 (1988-89):641, 714
Genealogy is Important

Elizabeth Whitmore, Wife of Daniel Clark
Rauela Ford Cooke

21 (1988-89):711-714
Joseph Beardsley Correction
Adele M. Altomare

How to Locate the Records of Closed or Defunct Churches and Church Archives

21 (1988-89):753-754
Keep Pictures and Records on Tape
Frank W. Bouley

21 (1988-89):766-768
Aids for Researching Ancestors in France
Betty J. Turk
Volume 22 (June, 1989 - March, 1990)

22 (1989-90):4-9
Search for the Passengers of the "Mary & John" of 1630
Burton W. Spear

22 (1989-90):9-17
New Ancestral Discoveries of the Passengers of the "Mary & John" 1630
Burton W. Spear

Connecticut Births Before 1850 from the Barbour Collection
Wethersfield - Nichols to Ramsey (18-23), Read to Robbins (210-215), Robbins to Seymour (394-399),
Seymour to Steadman (593-598)

22 (1989-90):24
Richard Seymour's Father
S. Allyn Peck

22 (1989-90):25
Additional Notes on S. Allyn Peck's Article
Brainerd T. Peck

22 (1989-90):26-28
Finding a Wife's Name
Wendy L. Elliott

Connecticut Marriages Before 1850 from the Barbour Collection
New London - McEnery to Moore (29-34), Moore to O'Brien (220-225), O'Brien to Peters (404-409), Pettrie to Primas (610-615)

22 (1989-90):35-42
Revolutionary War Pensioners With Pensions

22 (1989-90):43 [Additions and Corrections 217]
The Families of Joseph and Simon Smith
Belle B. Napoli

Connecticut Headstone Inscriptions Before 1800 from the Connecticut State Library
Southbury - Pierce Hollow Cemetery - Pierce to Russel (44)
Southbury - South Britain Cemetery - Clark to Wheton (44-45)
Southbury - White Oak Cemetery - Baldwin to Wildman (45-48)
Groton - Bailey Cemetery - Baley (48)
Groton - Burrows Cemetery - Ashcroft to Willcocks (48-49)
Groton - Crary Cemetery - Babcock to Meach (49)
Groton - Fishtown Cemetery - Gates to Slack (231)
Groton - Ledyard Cemetery - Avery to Williams (231-233)
Groton - Morgan Avery Cemetery - Avery to Walworth (233-234)
Groton - Niles Cemetery - Avery to Niles (234)
Groton - Noank Valley Cemetery - Spicer (235)
Groton - Old Town Hill Cemetery - Avery (235)
Groton - Single Grave Cemetery - Lester (235)
Groton - Starr Cemetery - Adgase to Perkins (235-236), Perkins to Woodmansee (420)
Groton - Wightman Cemetery - Bailey to Wrightman (421)
Groton - Revolutionary War Veterans - Allyn to Woodmansee (421-424)
Groton - French-Indian War Veterans - Burrows (424)
Hebron - Gilead Cemetery - Berrin to Gilbert (424-425), Gilbert to Youngs (622-624)
Hebron - Old Cemetery - Barber to Wright (624-627)
Prospect - Old Cemetery - Beecher to Terrill (627)
Cromwell - Old Cromwell Cemetery - Banks (627)

Computer Users Column
Connecticut Marriages Between 1750 and 1850 from the Barbour Collection
  Ashford - Trescott to White (177-182), White to No Surname (371-376)
  Branford - Abbott to Atwood (376), Augur to Beach (561-566), Beach to Chidsey (757-782)

Connecticut Deaths Before 1850 from the Barbour Collection
  Branford - Ford to Hudson (183-188), Huggins to Parmelee (377-382 [Correction 427]), Parrish to Tyler (567-572),
  Tyler to No Surname (763-764)
  Bolton - Allis to Keeney (764-768)

Missing Pages from 1850 Newtown, Connecticut, Census
  Ann Smith Lainhart

In Pursuit of the Elusive Miller Fish
  Robert G. Aldrich

Why Document Your Information?
  Helen Schatvet Ullman

"Signers" by States

Death of John Finch
  Shirley N. Martin

The Original Proprietors of Hartford, Connecticut

Connecticut Town Becomes Major Resource for Franco-Americans Tracing Their Roots

The Forgotten Peter Pond
  Nora G. Frisbie

Genealogical Research at Cornell University
  Richard Gibson

Davenport Genealogy Update
  Robert R. Davenport

Edward Ball Family
  Kate L. Burnet

Burnet Family
  Kate L. Burnet

Who Was John Howland Who Married Freelove Wood
  Rhoda E. Ladd
23 (1990-91):4-15, 196-207
Growing Towards Greatness - Thomas Hooker
Deryck C. Collingwood

Connecticut Births Before 1850 from the Barbour Collection
Wethersfield - Steadman to Taylor (16-21), Taylor to Warner (208-213), Warner to Wells (399-404), Wells to Williams (678-683)

Computer Users Column

23 (1990-91):27-38, 216-226, 408-418, 613-625
The Parochial Records of the Episcopal Church in the Archives of the Diocese of Connecticut
Robert G. Carroon

Connecticut Marriages Before 1850 from the Barbour Collection
New London - Prime to Roffe (39-44), Rogers to Royce (227-232), Royce to Sisk (419-424), Sisson to Spaulding (690-695)

Early Connecticut Settlers in Cayuga County, New York
Dorothy Chapman Saunders

Connecticut Headstone Inscriptions Before 1800 from the Connecticut State Library
Cromwell - Old Cromwell Cemetery - Banks to Whitmore (54-59), Whitmore to Williams (241)
Cromwell - Old Center Cemetery - Chauncey to Stocking (241)
Ledyard - Allyn Cemetery - Allyn to Spicer (242)
Ledyard - Allyn's Point Cemetery - Allyn to Smith (242)
Ledyard - Austin or Indian Cemetery - Scadaub (242)
Ledyard - Avery Cemetery - Avery to Hewitt (242-243)
Ledyard - Bolles Cemetery - Ledyard (243)
Ledyard - Eldredge Cemetery - Eldredge to Stanton (243)
Ledyard - Fanning Cemetery - Fanning to Niles (243)
Ledyard - Gales Ferry Cemetery - Adams to Stoddard (244)
Ledyard - Gallup Cemetery - Gallup (244)
Ledyard - Geer Cemetery - Bellows to Geer (244)
Ledyard - Hallet Cemetery - Latham (244)
Ledyard - Hurlbut Cemetery - Bailey to Stoddard (245)
Ledyard - Ledyard Center Cemetery - Wood (245)
Ledyard - Morgan #1 Cemetery - Allyn (245)
Sherman - Center Cemetery - Allen to Potter (246)
Sherman - Leach Cemetery - Ackly to Wright (246)
Sherman - Wanzer and Pepper Cemetery - Congor (436)
Somers - West Cemetery - Ashley to Wood (436-438)
Old Saybrook - Cypress Cemetery - Alger to Osborn (438-441), Palmes to Williams (702-703)
Old Saybrook - Junction Cemetery - Ayer to Whittlesey (703)
Old Saybrook - Smallpox Cemetery - Crarr? (704)
Middlebury - Middlebury Cemetery - Beecher to Tyler (704)
Middlefield - Middlefield Cemetery - Coles (705)
Middlefield - North Cemetery - Allin to Turner (705-707)

Bible and Family Records
Brown-Irish (60), Brown-Converse (60-61), Card-Brown (61-62), Brown-Heath-Ladd (62), Lay (62-63), Larrabee (63),
Loomis-Northam (63-64), Loomis-Davis (64), Loomis-Thayer (65-66), Loomis-Hollister (66-67), Loomis-Foote (67)
Foote (247), Lord-Saunders (247), Loomer-House (247), Case-Chapin (247-248), Case (248), Case (248-249), Case (249-250),
Case-Kasson-Barber-Hoskins-Gillette-Brockett-Sexton (250), Case-Beman (250-251), Case-Cornish (251-252),
Allen (252-253), Sigourney-Patten (253), Comstock-Emerson-Jennett-Crane (254),
Huntley-Howard-Sigourney-Wentworth (254)
Sortore-Longcore (442), Gardner (442-443), Burlingham (443-444), Burlingham (445-446), Giles (446-447), Saunders (447),
Merrill (448), Klein (448-449), Adams-Morey (449-451)
Notes
Words a Genealogist Should Know (67, 126, 142)
Occupations (77)
Barkhemstead, Connecticut, Yesterday and Today (132)
Coventry, Connecticut, Yesterday and Today (177)
Durham, Connecticut, Yesterday and Today (185)
Legal Terms (192)
Bristol, Connecticut, Yesterday and Today (207)
North Guilford Grave Marking (Fowler) (254, 327)
Canton, Connecticut, Yesterday and Today (262)
Legal Settlement (Jackson) (327)
Nicknames (407, 451)
Will of Daniel Denton of Goshen, by Dorothy Eichner (451)
Name Abbreviations (507)
Medical Terms (509, 529, 563)
Preservation (635-636)

23 (1990-91):68-77
The Correct Ancestry of Ebenezer Smith 1741-ca. 1792, and the Wives of Ezra-4 Smith
Judith Miner Hine Luedemann

Church Records from the Connecticut State Library
Ashford - Westford Congregational Church, 1768-1937 - Whitten to No Surname (78-80)
Avon Congregational Church (Originally Third Church of Farmington) 1798-1921 - Abernethy to Bissell (80-83), Black to Chidsey (263-268), Chidsey to Gleason (452-457), Gleason to Kellogg (708-711)

23 (1990-91):143-144
Miller Fish Update
Robert G. Aldrich

23 (1990-91):170-175, 364-369, 555-560, 672-677 (Cont. from 22:753, cont. to 24:48)
Connecticut Births Between 1730 and 1850 from the Barbour Collection
Middletown - Higgins to Hubbard (170-175), Hubbard to Hurlburt (364-369), Hurlburt to Johnson (555-560), Johnson to Lawrence (672-677)

23 (1990-91):176-177
Which John Lee Married Elizabeth Crampton of Guilford
Jean B. Lohr

Connecticut Marriages Between 1750 and 1850 from the Barbour Collection
Branford - Chidsey to Fowler (178-183), Fowler to Hall (372-377), Hall to Hopkins (564-569), Hopson to Lindsley (684-689)

23 (1990-91):184-185
The Woolsey Family in Onondaga County, New York
Raymond C. Adams and John C. LaPiana

Connecticut Deaths Before 1850 from the Barbour Collection
Bolton - Kellogg to Wrisley (186-191)
Bristol - Atkins to Peck (191), Peck to Royce/Rice (378)
Brookfield - Andrews to Wileman (378-380)
Brooklyn - Adams to Darby (380-383), Davison to Taylor (570-575), Thayer to White (696-697)
Burlington - Bacon to Way (697-698)
Canaan - Adams to Plumb (698-701)

23 (1990-91):240, 338
Additions and Corrections
Correction - The Leavens Name By Philo F. Leavens, by Virginia L. Anderson (338)
Montgomery Family of Voluntown (Windham County) and Canaan (Litchfield County), Conn. and Stillwater (Now Saratoga County) New York
Alvin E. Montgomery and Mrs. Thomas W. High

Finding Betty's Sister
John J. Schaefer

Don't Perpetuate the Error
Albert R. Crocker

William Pynchon (1590-1662) Founder of Springfield, MA and Thomas Hooker (1586-1647) Founder of Hartford, Conn.: Neighbors and Friends in Essex, England
Deryck C. Collingwood

Early Connecticut Settlers in Rensselaer County, New York
Dorothy Chapman Saunders

Who Were the Parents of the "Unidentified" Asa Upson?
Kathryn Upson Metcalf

The Hero's Reward: Military Land Grants and the Opening of the West
David W. Dumas

Uncovering a Bradford County Connection
Larry A. Maxwell

Early Connecticut Settlers in Washington County, N. Y.
Dorothy Chapman Saunders

Early American Migration Routes
Henry C. Guest, Jr.

In Search of Your British and Irish Roots (Including Scotland, Wales and Canada)
Angus Baxter
Write Those Memoirs
Frank William Bouley

Westward Migration
Ralph J. Crandall

Notes
Delayed Birth Certificates (16, 509)
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and Genealogy, by Angus Baxter (36)
Which War's Which (45)
Ancestry of Rev. Benjamin Trumbull of North Haven, CT (566)

Don't Neglect Land Records
Walter R. Buss

Hartford's Park River - Once Its "Riveret"
Allen Brownlee

War of 1812 Bounty Lands in Illinois Given to Connecticut Applicants
Dorothy Chapman Saunders

Searching for Your Ancestors in the Bridgeport Public Library, Connecticut
Mary Witkowski and David Palmquist

Connecticut Cities, Towns, and Boroughs

Connecticut Towns, Villages, and Districts With No Post Office of the Same Name

Composition of Counties in Connecticut

Connecticut Births Between 1730 and 1850 from the Barbour Collection
Middletown - Lawrence to Markham (88-93), Markham to Mulvaney (608-620)

Connecticut Births Before 1850 from the Barbour Collection
Wethersfield - Williams to Wolcott (94-99), Wolcott to Wright (620-623)

Connecticut Marriages Between 1750 and 1850 from the Barbour Collection
Branford - Lindsley to Olds (100-105)

Connecticut Marriages Before 1850 from the Barbour Collection
New London - Spencer to Stoddard (106-111), Stone to Vernap (624-640)
Connecticut Deaths Before 1850 from the Barbour Collection
Canaan - Preston to Wright (112-113)
Canterbury - Adams to Bishop (113-117)

Connecticut Headstone Inscriptions Before 1800 from the Connecticut State Library
Middlefield - North Cemetery - Turner to Whitmore (118)
Darien - Norton River Cemetery - Andreas to Youngs (118-120)
Darien - Pelton Cemetery - Pelton (120)
Darien - Smith Cemetery - Talmadge (120)
Darien - Spring Grove Cemetery - Selleck (121)
Darien - Waterbury Cemetery #2 - Husted to Waterbury (121)
Darien - Weed Cemetery #1 - Weed (121)
Darien - Weed Cemetery #2 - Weed (121)
Darien - Leeds Cemetery - Gardiner to Leeds (121)
Darien - Bates Cemetery - Bates (121)
Hampton - Crow Cemetery - Abbott to Sharp (122)
Hampton - Litchfield Cemetery - Abbott to Fuller (122), Fuller to Preston (314)
Hampton - Litchfield Incorporated Cemetery - Litchfield (314)
Hampton - Hammond or North Cemetery - Abbott to Utley (314-319)
Hampton - South Cemetery - Bennett to Burnham (319), Butler to Moulton (640-641)

Strays (Records Found in Unlikely Places)
Responding to "Write Those Memoirs"
Jean Adams Bradley

Beginner's Corner for All Ancestor Detectives
Rosemary Boyle

Wilton (CT) Congregational Church Vital Records 1726-1805
Robert H. Russell

The "Glass Tax" (Federal Direct Tax of 1798)

Federal Population Census 1790-1910

The Soundex Coding System

A Query Concerning Sally Bunce
Allen Brownlee

Religion in Colonial America
Barbara McKinlay

American Court Records
Arlene H. Eakle

British Genealogical Sources in the Watkinson Library, Trinity College, Hartford, Connecticut
Margaret F. Sax
Rhoda and the War Department
Nora G. Frisbie

Making Photographic Records of Gravestones
Daniel Farber

Gravestone Rubbing for Beginners
Jessie L. Farber

24 (1991-92):555-563
Computer Genealogy: An Introduction for the Layman
Robert E. Bamford

24 (1991-92):564-566
Who Was Jabez Palmer?
Betty M. Linsley

Ancestry of Captain Thomas Giddings 1776-1865
C. Bland Giddings

Vital Records from the Diary of a Methodist Minister
Ruth C. Duncan

The Search for the Ancestry of Robert Hazard of Plainfield & North Stonington, CT
Rosalyn G. Lachapelle

John Rouse and His Wife, Thirza Moseley
Richard Gammons Rouse

An Overview of Polish Research
Jonathan D. Shea
Volume 25 (June, 1992 - March, 1993)

25 (1992-93):4-12
Lebanon Clues
James R. Case

Julia Brush Collection

25 (1992-93):14-29
Deming's Service in the Revolutionary War
Tommy Eugene Deming

25 (1992-93):30-31 [Correction 578]
Let's Call Him Junior
Jean H. Pillo

Gaylord Porter and His Three Brown Wives
George W. Dewey

Additions and Corrections
"John Rouse and His Wife, Thirza Moseley," by Richard Gammons Rouse, 24:584-586 (37)
"Let's Call Him Junior," by Jean H. Pillo, 25:30-31 (578)
"Early Connecticut Settlers in Greene County, N. Y.," by Dorothy Chapman Saunders, 24:419-435 (578)

Midwifery Cases in Suffield and Granby Connecticut, 1827-1882, Attended by E. G. Ufford
Richard H. Martin, Jr.

Joseph Chapman of Norwich and Colchester, Connecticut: A Historical Reconciliation
Philip Chapman Ellsworth

Connecticut Births Between 1730 and 1850 from the Barbour Collection
Middletown - Mulvaney to Phillips (54-66), Phillips to Putnam (244-250), Pyne to Roberts (435-442), Roberts to Rockwell (587-594)

Connecticut Births Before 1850/1855 from the Barbour Collection
Hartford - Adams to Bracy (66-73), Bracy to Carter (587-594)

Connecticut Deaths Before 1850 from the Barbour Collection
Canaan - Phelps to Wright (73-75)
Canterbury - Bond to Cogswell (251-257), Cogswell to Moore (425-435), Morse to Stevens (580-587)

Connecticut Marriages Before 1850 from the Barbour Collection
New London - Viber to Wilcox (76-87), Wilcox to Negroes and Indians (265-272)

Connecticut Marriages Between 1750 and 1850 from the Barbour Collection
Branford - Olds to Reynolds (87-95), Prindle to Squire (257-265), Stannard to No Surname (415-424)
Samuel Allyn of Windsor
Thomas Boslooper

Bible and Family Records
Marschalk-Brower-Cruickshands (189)
Marston-Swift (201)
Heenan-Bowen (211)
Warren (295-296)
Strickland (296-298)
Plumley-Smith (299-301)
Mears (301-302)
Smith-Hemenway (302-303)
Backus (460)
Trow-Brooks (548)
Tryon (551)
Cavanagh-Sunderland (575)
Clark-Stone (610)
Mott (618-621)
Gladwin/Gladden (621-622)
Lunt (622-623)
Stiles (623-624)

25 (1992-93):190-191
Were Edward & Michael Griswold Related?
Esther Griswold French and Robert Lewis French

The Puzzling Family Origins of Thomas Curtis of Wethersfield
Mary Curtis Perry

The Lost Genealogy of Amherst Newell
Adelaide B. Porter

Marriages of Soldiers in the War of 1861: Records from the Papers of Rev. Charles R. Fisher, Rector of St. Paul's Church, 61 Market Street, Hartford, Connecticut
Ruth C. Duncan

25 (1992-93):207-211
The Porter Family Record
Robert J. Dunkle

Joel Judson of Stratford and Brookfield, Connecticut
Raymond G. MacDougall

A Genealogical Mystery Solved: The Case of the Missing Mother-In-Law
Carol Laun

Hale Collection: Connecticut Headstone Inscriptions Before 1800 from the Connecticut State Library
East Hampton - Hurd Cemetery - Axelson to Wilson (284-286 [Correction 454])
East Hampton - Old Catholic Cemetery - Wall (286)
East Hampton - Old Griffith Cemetery - Barnes to Griffith (286)
East Hampton - St. Patrick's Cemetery (Roman Catholic) - Anderson to Worms (287-292 [Corrections 454-455])
East Hampton - White Birch District Cemetery - Ackley to Wells (293-294 [Corrections 454])
East Hampton - Skinnerville Cemetery - Abbey to Wright (455-459)
East Hampton - Young Street Cemetery - Abell to Young (611-614 [Reprinted with Corrections 26:86-89])
East Hampton - Hog Hill Cemetery - Adams to Young (614-618 [Reprinted with Corrections 26:89-93])
Notes on the Cape Cod, New York and Connecticut Surnames Hamblin - Sears - Crosby - Barbour
Esther A. Savage

Notes
Various Meanings of Early Gravestone Art (368)
Watchamacallit? (Nicknames), by Cleo Hogan (374, 377)
Sites and Dates of Major Epidemics, by June W. Prentice (453)

The Colman Connection
Thomas Boslooper

Connecticut Civil War Casualties, Interred in the Marietta National Cemetery, Marietta Georgia
John H. Nichols

Land Records Can Solve Mysteries
Dorothy Love McKillop

Early Connecticut Settlers in Saratoga County, N. Y.
Dorothy Chapman Saunders

25 (1992-93):399-414
Marriages Performed by Rev. Abraham Alling at East Plains Church, Hamden, CT 1791-1833
Jean Lohr

An Exercise in Probability: The Children of John Barlow of Fairfield, Connecticut
Dale C. Kellogg

25 (1992-93):552-566
Connecticut's Early Welsh Community, or Connecticut Yankees from King Arthur's Court
Donna Holt Siemiatkoski

25 (1992-93):567-570
Ancestry of Jennie A. Holmes
Judith Ann (Graia) Heit

25 (1992-93):571-572
Researching Waterbury, Connecticut Records
Dolores E. Mitchell

The Possible Parentage of James Adams (1668-1741) of Westerly, RI
Byron S. Niemann
26 (1993-94):2-8
Researching New England Genealogy
Richard G. Tomlinson


Three Historic Letters from Pioneers in the Connecticut Reserve of Ohio
Jack T. Spencer and Hawley E. Rising

Thomas Cooke of Windsor, Connecticut and the Land that was Thomas Nowell's
Thomas Boslooper

Alexander Allyn of Windsor, Connecticut
David L. Cummings

As Fate Would Have It: The Ironies of Genealogy ...
Robin Bush

Answers to Queries
White-Butler (50-51)

Connecticut Deaths Through 1855/1865 from the Barbour Collection
Canterbury - Story to No Surname (52-54)
Cheshire - Allen to Foot (233-243), Foot to Hull (426-430), Hull to Plum (580-585)

26 (1993-94):54-60, 244-252, 431-441, 585-589 (Cont. from 25:594, cont. to 27:78)
Connecticut Births Through 1855/1850 from the Barbour Collection
Hartford - Case to Edwards (54-60), Edwards to Graves (244-252), Graves to Long (431-441), Long to Merry (585-589)

Connecticut Births Between 1730 and 1850 from the Barbour Collection
Middletown - Rockwell to Sanford (61-68), Savage to Shailor (252-257), Shattuck to Stanclift (442-454), Standish to Stow (589-596)

Connecticut Marriages Through 1850+ from the Barbour Collection
Waterbury - Abbott to Babcock (68-76), Bacheidar to Blakeslee (258-274), Blakeslee to Bowe (455-457), Bowe to Bronson (597-606)

Cemetery Inscriptions
East Hampton - Young Street Cemetery - Abell to Young (86-89 [Reprinted with Corrections from 25:611-614])
East Hampton - Hog Hill Cemetery - Adams to Young (89-93 [Reprinted with Corrections from 25:614-618])
East Hampton - Tartia Cemetery - Ackley to Young (417-421)
East Hampton - Waterhole Cemetery - Ackley to Wetmore (421-426)
Bible and Family Records
  Dudley (94-97)
  Lewis (97-98)
  Allyn (98-99)
  Tripp-Parker (406-408)
  Read-Shearer (408-409)
  Platt-Squire (409-410)
  Crofut/Croffut (410)
  Banks (410-411)
  Karmann (411)
  Avery-Millsop (546)
  Alridge-Herrick-Moon (565)
  Avis (567)
  Alderman (569)
  Briant (571)
  Briggs (606)
  Brice (717)

Early Connecticut Settlers in Oswego County, New York
  Dorothy Chapman Saunders

Davis Family of Haverhill & Rehoboth, Massachusetts
  Richard Gammons Rouse

26 (1993-94):210-221
Thomas Gridley of Windsor and Hartford, Connecticut (1612-1655)
  Thomas Boslooper

Expedition to Fort Ticonderoga
  Mary Louise B. Todd

Rhode Island Counties and Towns
  Richard L. Lapan

Early Connecticut Settlers in the County of Cuyahoga and City of Cleveland, Ohio
  Dorothy Chapman Saunders

New Connecticut in Ohio
  Emil Pocock

Tax List, Town of Branford, Connecticut - November, 1817
  Lois Scofield

Notes
  Deaths Mentioned in the Killingly CT Town Meeting Records for People Not Included in the Vital Records, by Margaret M. Weaver (387, 405)
  The Congdon Conundrum, by Dolores Strickland (416, 538)
  Connecticut Births as Listed in 1860 Virginia Mortality Schedules (527)

Demings Service in the Civil War
  Tommy Eugene Deming
Was Windsor, Connecticut Founder Humphrey Pinney a *Mary & John* Passenger in 1630?
Judith L. Osborn

The Probable Ancestry of Jemima Hugg, Great-Great Grandmother of Darlis Mae Fanning
Eugenie Fellows

Alexander Keeney and His Wife, Hannah Searles/Sales
Jean B. Lohr

Who Was Frances Bristol?
John D. Baldwin, III
27 (1994-95):2-24
The Connecticut Valley Family of Little Miss 1565
Donna Holt Siemiatkoski

Saving Your Family
David L. Mishkin

27 (1994-95):29-31
Any Clue Will Do
Ralph Williams

27 (1994-95):32-37
William Spencer, an Early Leader in New England, and His Wife Agnes Harris, Ancestress of the Edwards Family of Connecticut
Jack T. Spencer and Edith W. Spencer

27 (1994-95):38-39
Who Was Sarah Mansfield, Wife of John Mansfield
Judith L. Osborn

27 (1994-95):39, 382, 399, 563
Notes
The Parentage of Marcy Eggleston Miller, by Jean B. Lohr (39)
Identification of Hannah Brown, by Betty B. Johnsen (382)
Alexander Keeny & Hannah Searles/Sales, by Jean B. Lohr (399)
Military Service? (563)

27 (1994-95):40-45
Some Connecticut/New York Brown-Lucus Data and Questions
Frank G. Lesure

Connecticut Deaths from the Barbour Collection
Canton Through 1853- Bacon to No Surname (62-64)
Chaplin Through 1851- Ashley to Witter (64-70)
Cheshire Through 1865 - Porter to No Surname (70-74)
Chester Through 1852 - Mott (74)
Clinton Through 1852 - Barrows to Wright (75-78)
Colchester Through 1850 - Adams to Caverley (240-247), Chamberlain to Gillett (422-430), Gillett to Ransom (593-607)

Connecticut Births Through 1850 from the Barbour Collection
Hartford - Merry to Peck (78-82), Peck to Sedgewick (247-255), Sedgewick to Skinner (431-434), Skinner to Swetland (607-614)

Connecticut Marriages Through 1850+ from the Barbour Collection
Waterbury - Bronson to Brown (87-90), Brown to Clark (262-275), Clark to DeForest (443-456), Delano to Doud (626-631)
Bible and Family Records

Broadhurst-Gordon (93)
Avery (94-95)
Bowers-Ginther-Shidy (95-96)
Brooks-Bowen (97)
Marthers (98-99)
Thompson (99-101)
Higgins-Islieb (220)
Henry (275)
Millard (375)
Bartlett (391)
O'Connor (585)

Reverend John Warham, Windsor's First Minister
Donald C. Bergquist

Early Connecticut Settlers in Yates County, New York
Dorothy Chapman Saunders

Reverend Cyrus Marsh of Kent, Connecticut
Margaret Harris Stover

Who is Elizabeth, Wife of John1 Foskett of Charlestown, Massachusetts?
Marilyn Labbe

Some Descendants of Samuel Webb & Temperance Smith of Chester, Connecticut
Donna Holt Siemiatkoski

The "Sibel" Truth: Unveiling the Actual Wife of Uriah Chapman, Sr., of Norwich, Connecticut
Philip Chapman Ellsworth

Jemima Pease, Wife of Isaac Markham of Enfield, Connecticut
Janet Pease

Looking for Granny in All the Wrong Places
John Eddy Silliman

Tax Records 1845: Hammonsette (Madison) CT
Ursula S. B. Bowler

Sarah (Benet) Fuller, Connecticut Pioneer to Ohio
John Dwight Baldwin, Ill

The Beginnings of the Banning and Tanner Families in Connecticut
Marry Banning Frielander

The Adam Waters Family
Rosalyn G. Lachapelle

Early Connecticut Scott Families - In Search of Edmund
Edward R. Smith
Connecticut Settlers in Phelp and Gorham's Purchase, and Part of the Morris Reserve, New York
Dorothy Chapman Saunders

Mrs. Lois Brinsmade: Who was Benajah McCall's Third Wife?
Frances Dumas

The Wife of John Fenner of Saybrook, Connecticut
Margaret B. Bock

Some Descendants of Henry Peck of New Haven in Burlington, Connecticut
Jean Fisher

Early Connecticut Settlers in Chautauqua County, New York
Dorothy Chapman Saunders

Suffield, Connecticut Baptist Church Celebrated 100 Years in 1905
Albert C. Dudley

Greather New Haven Clippings
Albert C. Dudley

The Tomlins Brothers of Early New England and the Linkage with the Spencers of Bedfordshire, England
Jack T. Spencer and Edith W. Spencer

America's Citizen Soldier: Hero or Coward?
Henry J. DeJulia
Volume 28 (June, 1995 - March, 1996)

Life Sketch of Moses and Uriah Chapman - Two Generations of Connecticut Separatists, Patriots and Pioneers
Philip Chapman Ellsworth

28 (1995-96):24, 45, 241
Notes
Ann Norton Married Who? (Which John Warner), by Davis P. Warner (24, 45)
References to Connecticut Persons Found in Volume 8, Livingston County, New York, Deeds, by Dorothy Y. Armistead (241)

Early Connecticut Settlers in Cortland County, New York
Dorothy Chapman Saunders

Bible and Family Records
Bentley-Whitford (32, 170)
Willis (89, 178)
Neil (242-246)
Willett-Lasch (313-314)
Strickland (315-316)
Willis (316-317)
Meacham-Lawrence-Creed (581)
Feldhaus (581)

The English Ancestry of Thomas Gridley of Windsor and Hartford, Connecticut (1612-1655)
Thomas Boslooper

28 (1995-96):46
Abstract of the Will of Jasper Latham, Stonington, CT Probate Vol. 15:364,5
Jean Adams Bradley

The Local Historian
Robert E, McKenna

28 (1995-96):55-57 (Cont. from 26:426)
Cemetery Inscriptions
East Hampton - Lakeview Cemetery - Abell to Avery (55-57)

Connecticut Deaths from the Barbour Collection
Colchester Through 1850 - Ransom to Watrous (57-64), Watrous to Yeoman (254-258)
Windham Through 1850+ - Abbe to Bingham (446-452), Bingham to Cook (652-660)

Connecticut Births from the Barbour Collection
Hartford Through 1850+ - Talcott to White (64-71), White to No Surname (259-263)
Greenwich Through 1848 - Abbot to Ferris (419-429), Ferris to Knapp (608-621)

Connecticut Births Through 1850 from the Barbour Collection
Middletown - Wilcox to No Surname (72-79)
Simsbury - Adams to Barber (272-279), Barber to Case (429-436), Case to Cossett (621-633)

Connecticut Marriages Through 1850+ from the Barbour Collection
Waterbury - Downey to Finch (80-89), Finnagan to Gaylord (263-272), Gaylord to Hall (436-445), Hall to Horton (634-652)

The Lorenzo’s of New London: A Whale of a Tale
Vincent J. Longo
28 (1995-96):186-188
Thomas Bascomb of Windsor, Connecticut: Doubts About His Identification as of Sturminster Marshall, Dorset
Judith L. Osborn

28 (1995-96):189-192
Did the Stolen Trunk Contain the Answers to Allen Minor of Connecticut?
Patricia E. Maher

Not THAT Joseph B. Green
Raymond W. Green

Old Connecticut in Mid-Michigan (Clinton and Shiawassee Counties)
David R. Swanson

The Ancestry of Samuel Smith of Preston, Connecticut, Who Married Sarah Tracy
John D. Hoff, III

The Spencers and Other Men of Suffield, Connecticut, Who Served in the French & Indian War - 1755-1760
Jack T. Spencer and Edith W. Spencer

28 (1995-96):226-228
Rate Bill for the Episcopal Society in Brookfield, A.D. 1814
Harlan R. Jessup

28 (1995-96):228-236
The Riddle of Time: A Study of the Family Genealogy of Allen Arthur Hopkins, Sr., from the Actual Blood Line of Edward Gilbert Robillard, with Connections to His Adopted Name
Allen A. Hopkins, Jr.

There Were TWO Lewis M. Holcombs in Granby, CT
Carol Laun

The Origin of Patrick Reilly
Robert W. Reilly

A "Class" of Genealogical Resources: School Yearbooks
Thomas F. and Virginia N. Howard

28 (1995-96):368-382
The Elusive Noah Phinney of Windsor, Connecticut and Some of His Descendants
David L. Cummings

The Parents of Captain Peter Porter
Frances M. Gilman

John Tilley of Windsor
Robert L. French

Connecticut Settlers in Lenawee County, Michigan
Dorothy Chapman Saunders

28 (1995-96):549-552
The Hidden Harrises of Connecticut
Jane A. Marrotte
Plumbing the Depths of a Mystery in the House of Bronson/Brownson/Brunson
Richard F. Bronson

Winifred, the Witch of wallingford
Mary Banning Friedlander

Sally Tooker and Her Ancestry: A Recent Breakthrough
Bradner Petersen

Marriage Extractions from the Divorce Records of Hartford County, Connecticut Superior Court 1755-1803
Margaret Harris Stover

David Dudley (1909-1991) and the Dudley Farm
Albert Crossland Dudley
Mary Who?
Cynthia Wald

29 (1996-97):6-13
The Resurrection of Giles Willcox, Jr.
Hawley E. Rising

29 (1996-97):14-27 [See also 570-574]
The Families Linked to Sgt. Thomas Spencer, a Co-Founder of Hartford
Jack T. Spencer

Connecticut Settlers in Iroquois County, Illinois
Dorothy Chapman Saunders

29 (1996-97):33 [Reprinted with corrections 186]
About Town Clerks
Carol Laun

A Killing in Preston, Connecticut
John Eddy Silliman

29 (1996-97):40-42
William Rouse of Preston, CT and Some of His Descendants
Richard Gammons Rouse

1882 Killingworth CT.: From Diary of "Harriet Ella (Parsons) Severson"
Marilyn B. Andrews

Bible and Family Records
Shepley (53)
Riley (95)
LaPlace (96)
Chatterson (259)
Friel (260-264)
Kent (310-312)
Conklin-Annible (313-315)
Attwood (582)

Connecticut Births Through 1850 from the Barbour Collection
Simsbury - Cossett to Ford (54-61), Forward to Halladay (234-241), Halladay to Holcomb (417-423), Holcomb (630-633)

Connecticut Births from the Barbour Collection
Greenwich Through 1848 - Lockwood to Mead (61-68), Mead (241-248), Mead to Peck (424-431), Peck to Purdy (627-629)

Connecticut Marriages Through 1850+ from the Barbour Collection
Waterbury - Horton to Johnson (69-79), Johnson to Knoelton (249-258), Lacy to Lynch (432-441), Lyneham to Maltoon (634-638)

Connecticut Deaths from the Barbour Collection
Windham Through 1850+ - Cook to Howard (79-94), Howard to Lillie (442-448), Lillie to Parrish (639-648)

29 (1996-97):182-185
Brainerd T. Peck (1907-1996)
Richard G. Tomlinson
New England Strays: Cemetery Inscriptions, Georgetown, South Carolina
Marjorie McMaster

Mistakes, Mysteries, and Murder
Carol Laun

Newtown Episcopal Society: Subscription List for Support of Bishop Seabury - 1789
Harlan Jessup

Mary Bi(ssell), Wife of Jabez Warren, Sr.?
Kathleen D. Fenton

Early Connecticut Settlers in Allen County, Ohio
Dorothy Chapman Saunders

Eminent Descendants of the Emigrant Thomas Gridley of Windsor and Hartford, Connecticut
Thomas Boslooper

Another Elusive Connecticut Migrant
Margaret Lindsley

A Journey Into Torrington History: "Revision"
Allen A. Hopkins and Lynne Hendey Mertes

A Canterbury Tale (The Origin of Cornelius Wheeler of Stoneham, Massachusetts)
Alan J. Clark

Early Connecticut Settlers in Will County, Ohio
Dorothy Chapman Saunders

Newtown, CT - Bills of Mortality 1797-1821: A Supplement to the Barbour Index
Harlan R. Jessup

Talks on Early Woodbury
Frederick T. Strong

Quest for Stoddard Roots
Peter Stoddard

Genealogical Data Gleaned from: 1791-1879 History of Herkimer Co., NY
Helen C. Cooper

Baldwin/Spencer Letters
John D. Baldwin III and Jack T. Spencer

Search for the Grave of John Cosker
Frank A. Brown
The GenWeb Project
Linda-Jeanne Dolby

The English Origins of Tobias 1 Saunders of Westerly, R.I.
Paul A. Saunders

Charlotte Close Knapp Dole, Connecticut Missionary to Hawaii
Jeffrey Bingham Mead

Gerard 1 Spencer: A Pioneer of Cambridge, Lynn and Haddam
Jack T. Spencer and Edith W. Spencer

Our Ancestors and the U.S. Constitution
Edna and Ken Franz
Volume 30 (June, 1997 - March, 1998)

30 (1997-98):2-18
Gone to the Black River Country
Sherrill Foster

30 (1997-98):19-23
Levi Slater, Deacon John and John Slater, Sr. of Simsbury
Margaret R. Richards

30 (1997-98):24-33
Smith: More Than a Name
Susan D. Windesheim

The Living Information Pool
Donald S. Walker

Bible and Family Records
Brown-Lucas (35-39)
Hubbell-Brown-Mundy-Wiles (60-61)
Bill (374-378)
Goodrich-Benjamin (412-413)
Peck-Carter (414-420)
Cobb (421)
Smith [See also 42:63-69] (452-454)

30 (1997-98):39, 139, 222, 369, 373
Notes
From "Bridgeport Evening Farmer," Bridgeport, CT, March 12, 1886 (39)
From: "Marriage & Death Records in the Office of the Clerk of the Courts," Meadville, Crawford County, PA (139)
Letter (New London - Lyme 1671 Confrontation), by James Strickland (222)
Death of Sedusky Munn (369)
Peter Mallory of New Haven, fl. 1644 and Horatio Mallory of Bermuda, fl. 1629, by Sheila Mallory Smith (373)

30 (1997-98):40-60
Talk Given at C.S.G. Meeting of November 16, 1996: Genealogical Resources and Services at Connecticut State Library
Richard C. Roberts

30 (1997-98):62-63 [Correction 190]
Why the Origins of Nicholas Camp, Sr. of Milford Remain Elusive!
John D. Baldwin, III

Connecticut Births from the Barbour Collection
Greenwich Through 1848 - Reynolds to Smith (70-76), Smith to No Surname (235-240)

Connecticut Births Through 1850 from the Barbour Collection
Simsbury - Holcomb to Moore (77-87), Moore to Phelps (240-249), Phelps to Roberts (437-441), Roberts to Tuller (594-603)

Connecticut Marriages Through 1850+ from the Barbour Collection
Waterbury - Manchester to Mix (88-94), Mix to Parker (250-265), Parker to Pierce (442-447), Pierce to Prichard (604-612)

Connecticut Deaths from the Barbour Collection
Windham Through 1850+ - Parrish to Rogen (95-100), Rogers to No Surname (268-281)

30 (1997-98):182
Don Bergquist: A Remembrance
William Hosley
Bennetts to New York
Frederick W. Pyne

Identification of the Daughters of William Clark of Haddam, Connecticut
Raeola Ford Cooke

Additions and Corrections
"Why the Origins of Nicholas Camp, Sr. of Milford Remain Elusive!," by John D. Baldwin, III, 30:62-63 (190)

Thankful Holcomb, Daughter of Nathaniel, and Wife of Capt. Adonijah Burr
Kathleen D. Fenton

The Early Life of Hartford "Founder" William Wadsworth
William Bacchus

The Widow Hannah Bacon Who Wasn't!
Jane Marrotte

"Relativity:" How Complex Can Grandparents Be?
Kenneth B. Schoonmaker

Marriage Record John Lay
Richardson B. Allen

A Trolley Disaster of 1899 Remembered 88 Years Later
Ron D'Amato

Connecticut Births from the Barbour Collection
Farmington 1645-1850 - Abernathy to Andrews (231-234), Andrews to Barnes (433-436), Barnes to Bronson (587-593)

Connecticut Deaths from the Barbour Collection
Middletown 1651-1854 - Abbott to Allen (266-267), Allen to Bacon (448-451), Bailey to Bow (613-619)

Researching African-American Genealogy
Barbara Louise Bush-James

Who Was Capt. John Howard of Oxford, MA?
Marilyn Labbe

How One Descendant of Baldwin, Catlin and Ward Became a Canadian
Eugenie Fellows

Some Comments on Using the IGI Effectively
Helen Schatvet Ullman

William Willshire Clark of CT (Letter 12Nov1854)
Lauralee Hill Clayton
30 (1997-98):381-406
Casualties of the Battle of Lake George
Alan J. Clark

30 (1997-98):407-411
The Indicator of Jonathan Fuller (The Wantage, New Jersey Connection)
Alan J. Clark

30 (1997-98):542-544
Finding Thomas Robinson, the "Missing" Son of Isaac
Nathaniel Mann

30 (1997-98):545-551
Martha Moore, Wife of Joseph Root of Farmington, CT
David L. Cummings

30 (1997-98):552-554
Damaris Dutton Mack, 1702-1774, Hebron, Connecticut
Eva L. Wahl

30 (1997-98):555-559
The Mother of Eleazer Westcott Hammond
Marilyn Labbe

30 (1997-98):560-562
Noah Hammond Revisited
Lois B. Goff

30 (1997-98):563-567
Dr. James William Smith, Physician Missionary in Hawaii: A Connecticut Ancestry
Jeffrey Bingham Mead

30 (1997-98):568-576
CT People Gleaned from History of Monroe County, New York - 1788-1877
Helen C. Cooper
A Memorial to George E. Williams
Richard G. Tomlinson

Bible and Family Records
Smith-Parker-Alexander (3)
Henderson (18)
Bartlett-Stevens (20-21)
Smith-Frisbee (32)
Craig (33-35)
Wildman (35)
Prime (36-39)
Terrell-Bunnell (39)
Hill (40-42)
Kibbee-Pease-Attleton-Eggleston (60)
Marcy-Newell (191)
Meacham-Lawrence-Creed (204)
Mason-Bissell et al (220)
Treat (223)
Clark-Abbott-Adams (376-377)
Taylor-McCleve-Case-Bray (389)
Lawrence (396)
Lewis-Curtis-Smith-Stark (401)
Raymond (412)
Stevens-Bardwell-Peabody (418)
Kimberly-Brace (459-460)
Clark-Nichols (460)
Minor (553-556)
Hull (560-562)
Ballard (576)

31 (1998-99):4-10
A Solution to the Question of Elisha Brewster, Sr.'s Participation in the Revolutionary War as a Civilian Satisfies the DAR
Isabel B. Weigold

31 (1998-99):10-16
Titus Hosmer Account of the Brigantine Polly, March 3, 1776
Isabel B. Weigold

31 (1998-99):16
Notes
Horton Obituary (16)

An Elusive Geer is Found!
Elizabeth S. Gill

Census or Nonsense
Carol Laun

Squirrels in Our Backyard
Allen A. Hopkins, Jr.

Family Record of Samuel Moulton and Sarah Stone Chickering
Marjorie L. Barrows

Connecticut Births Through 1850 from the Barbour Collection
Simsbury - Tuller to Wilcox (61-65), Wilcoxson to Young (241-243)
A Probable Wife for Thomas Axtell
Eleanor R. Wesson

Some Nutmegger Land-Jobbers in Vermont
John G. Hunt

Richard Towner: Early Resident of Connecticut
Mrs. Norman E. Towner

"Will the Right Seaman Michael Smith of the American Revolution Please Stand Up?"
Alan J. Clark

Phoebe Cossitt, Wife of Abraham Dibble and Ezekiel Thrall
Kathleen D. Fenton

Benjamin Cressy's Journal 1901
Mrs. Justin Howland

Identifying the Three John Williams of Pomfret, Connecticut
Marilyn Labbe

Wells Lewis of Stratford: One Wife or Two?
Priscilla A. Chatfield

The Children of Samuel Barnum and the Heirs of John Cornel
Frank L. Calkins

Unrecorded Woodbury, CT Marriages, 1820-1825
Judith Plummer
32 (1999-2000):2-4
Was Ann Forward the Mother of Abijah Barnum of Danbury, CT
Frank L. Calkins

32 (1999-2000):5-6
Records of Jedediah Morse, Justice of the Peace, Woodstock, CT
Marilyn Labbe

Notes
Six Marriages Performed by Lemuel Ingalls, Justice of the Peace, Pomfret, by Marilyn Labbe (8)
Some Buckinghamshire Connections of Whitlockes with Bulstrodes, by Eugenie Fellows I230)

Reconsidering the Family of Consider Holcomb, Jr.
Carol A. Laun

Abiah Hawley, Wife of Matthew Hubbell and Jehiel Hawley
Kathleen D. Fenton

Records: Second Baptist Church, New Haven, Connecticut: 1842-1865
Timothy A. Durham

Irish Emigrant Headstone Inscriptions from St. Mary Cemetery, Norwich, Connecticut
Paul R. Keroack

Connecticut Births from the Barbour Collection
Farmington 1645-1850 - Gaylord to Hancox (84-91), Hancox to Hawkens (246-254), Hawley to Hopkins (435-442),
Hopkins to Kelley (588-594)
Thompson 1785-1850+ - Flint to Kebo (124-133), Keith to Shumway (255-272), Shumway to Upham (443-449),
Vandall to No Surname (443-600)

Connecticut Marriages Through 1850+ from the Barbour Collection
Waterbury - Sperry to Tuttle (92-110), Tuttle to Waugh (273-285), Way to Whitman (426-434), Wiat to No Surname (601-607)

Connecticut Deaths from the Barbour Collection
Middletown 1651-1854 - Green to Hudson (111-123), Hughes to Miller (286-300), Miller to Rockwell (450-463),
Rockwell to No Surname (608-641)

A Memorial to Robert Scribner
Richard G. Tomlinson

The Fictional Hattie (Nickerson) Lord
Roberta G. Bratti

Additions and Corrections
"Identifying the Three John Williams of Pomfret, Connecticut," by Marilyn Labbe, 31:547-552 (192)
"Jackson Family of Voluntown, CT," by Erwin Fellows, 31:182-191 (210)

The American Ancestors of Huldah Jackson, Wife of Tryal Tanner of Cornwall, CT
Mary Banning Friedlander
Of Forebears and Bluebloods
Lloyd T. Shanley, Jr.

It Was There Among the Receipts
Walter R. Buss

Minnie (Cutright) Parsons Diary
Marilyn B. Andrews

Three Generations - McGregory Family in Enfield, CT
Arthur Sikes, Jr.

Josiah Gale Beckwith, Jr., of Litchfield, Midshipman and Physician
Henry A. Hudson, Jr.

Headstone Inscriptions: Old Cemetery, Columbia, CT
Ida M. Ragazzi

Madison Patriots of the Revolution
Mila E. Rindge

Official Acts of Re. Samuel William Derby
Jack Kuras

The National School in Lisroe, Parish of Kilmaley, County Clare, Ireland
Robert J. Fitzsimmons
Volume 33 (June, 2000 - March, 2001)

33 (2000-01):2-12
"Irish Naturalization Applications Founf in Unusual Place"
Robert J. Fitzsimmons

Notes
You Can Do It!!!, by Frank William Bouley, III (12)
New Englanders in Southern Newspapers, by Mrs. Fitzhugh McMaster (59, 96, 210, 388-391)

The Spencer-Alford Connection
George A. Hardy

The Sad History of My Second Great Grandfather Deliverance Brown
Irene P. Baker

33 (2000-01):36
Call Me Doctor Frankenstein
Frank William Bouley, III

The Ancestry of Elizabeth Wales, Wife of David Cutting, Killingly, CT
Lois Payne Hoover

Connecticut Births from the Barbour Collection
Farmington 1645-1850 - Kellogg to Mather (60-70), Mather to Palmer (259-274)
Windham 1692-1850+ - Abbe to Backus (97-109), Backus to Bill (275-286), Billings to Butler (412-427)

Connecticut Marriages from the Barbour Collection
Simsbury 1670-1855+ - Abbey to Carter (71-87), Case to Gregston (287-314), Gridley to Hoskins (428-441), Hoskins to Pettibone (611-637)

Connecticut Deaths from the Barbour Collection
Greenwich 1640-1848 - Adams to No Surname (88-96)
Waterbury 1686-1853 - Abbott to Frost (442-459), Frost to Porter (591-610)

Death of Patriot John Fayerweather
Lois Payne Hoover

The Wives of Jedediah Strong
Kathleen D. Fenton

33 (2000-01):190-201
Revolutionary Soldiers Born in CT, Died in Indiana
Helen C. Cooper

Ephraim Barker of CT and His Four Soldier Sons
Dorothy J. Chance

Bible and Family Records
Tongue (205)
Watrous (234)
Lyon (370-373)
Perry-Parry-Pearry-Perrey-Peiree (374-375)
Birge (376-377)
34 (2001-02):2-9
Beldings of Westbrook, CT and Canaan, NY
Esther Rancier

34 (2001-02):10-11
Surname Spelling Variations: To Pursue or Not To Pursue?
Robert J. Fitzsimmons

34 (2001-02):12-14
Preserving Family History with School Genealogy Projects
Dianne Plunkett Latham

34 (2001-02):14
Notes
Joseph Bryant's Mother Irene Bryant: 1868 Records, by Richard Tomlinson (14)

34 (2001-02):15-19
Elizabeth Eddy Paulk Thatcher (1780-1813)
Lila H. Kirkwood

34 (2001-02):20-21
Mary, the Wife of Philip Larkin
Eleanor R. Wesson

34 (2001-02):22
A Re-Visit to Our Ancestord and the U.S. Constitution
Edna Franz

34 (2001-02):23-26
William Squire of Connecticut Goes West
Elizabeth Mackall

34 (2001-02):27-31
The Family of William Graves of Killingly, CT, with Information on the Wife of William Graves
Marilyn Labbe

34 (2001-02):32-33
Description of Connecticut from 1829 Geography Book

34 (2001-02):34-38
East Hartford Proprietors, 1792-1805: Proprietors of North Meadows, East Hartford (Connecticut) Record Book, 1793-1805
Carolyn Porter-Fraher

34 (2001-02):38-39
Organization: or, How I Saved Myself from Total Chaos
Frank William Bouley, III

Connecticut Births from the Barbour Collection
Windham 1692-1850+ - Butler to Corbin (58-72), Cory to Dewey (241-247), Dewitt to Fish (591-601)
Farmington 1645-1850 - Parks to Root (73-84), Root to Stedman (248-259), Stedman to No Surname (436-459)

Connecticut Marriages from the Barbour Collection
Simsbury 1670-1855+ - Pettibone to Reynolds (85-92), Rhodes to Trumbull (283-295), Tuller to No Surname (460-470)
Colchester 1699-1850+ - Abel to Bulkeley (260-282), Bulkeley to Cone (602-613)

Connecticut Deaths from the Barbour Collection
Waterbury 1686-1853 - Porter to Stanley (93-103), Steele to No Surname (492-501)
Hartford 1635-1855 - Allen to No Surname (471-491)
Thompson 1785-1850 - Aldrich to Carroll (614-617)
In Memoriam: Donna Lee (Holt) Siemiatkoski, CSG Board Member
James H. Leatherbee, II

"What Does That Mean"
Richard T. Spencer

Hartford District Probate Records from 1750
Volume 16 (1750-1753) - Allin to Chapin (188-201), Church to Griswold (363-383), Hale to Merriam (618-636)
Lucius Barnes Barbour and Helen Schatvet Ullman

An Overlooked Secondary Source
Robert J. Fitzsimmons

Doane Records
Robert J. Fitzsimmons

A Critical Link: The Will of David Latham of Niantic, CT
Meghan Latham

Bible and Family Records
Alderman (240)

Abstracts - Connecticut Born People in 1850 Census, Broome Co., NY
Chenango (Binghamton) (384-423), Barker (570-579)
Nancy Lawrence Rodriguez

Updating the Family of Samuel St. John and Rebecca St. John: "Love, Respect and Goodwill" of Generous Sisters for Brothers
Robert W. Hull

Mary (Meeker) (Adams) (Lyon) Thorp of Fairfield: One Woman, Four Men
Robert W. Hull

Master and Slave
Gail S. Sangree

Quest for the Father of John Kendrick, VA 1670-80, and Other Early New Englanders Who May Have Been Progenitors of the Southern Kendricks
Oliver Kendrick, Joseph T. Kendrick, and Thomas D. Kendrick
Volume 35 (June, 2002 - March, 2003)

Hartford District Probate Records from 1750
  Volume 16 (1750-1753) - Messenger to Riley (2-20), Robbins to Warren (194-212), Warriner to Wright (362-370)
  Volume 17 (1753-1757) - Abbe to Bigelow (362-380), Bigelow to Evans (598-615)
Lucius Barnes Barbour and Helen Schatvet Ullman

35 (2002-03):21
Who Was Abigail, Wife of Joseph Fenn, Jr., of Milford?
  John D. Baldwin, III

35 (2002-03):22-37
Luther Loomis and His Letters
  Henry A. Hudson, Jr., and Mary Kay Hudson

35 (2002-03):38-40
Uncommonly Common: Non-Traditional Families in Genealogy
  Michael J. Leclerc

35 (2002-03):42-49
History of Connecticut During the Recent War 1861-1865
  Joan A. Johnson

35 (2002-03):49, 556-564
Bible and Family Records
  Thoren (49)
  Perkins-Hotchkiss (556-564)

35 (2002-03):50-52
Abel Hinds
  Louise G. Bolter

35 (2002-03):53-54
Excerpts from Gleason's Pictorial Boston, Saturday, March 25, 1854
  Phyllis Lohrum

35 (2002-03):55-57 [Repeated with correction 354-356]
Abiah Not Abigail Welden
  John E. Silliman

35 (2002-03):58-73
George Garrison, a Man of Color
  Vicki S. Welch

35 (2002-03):182-192
They're Not in Connecticut, and They Went ... Where?
  Catherine Zahn

35 (2002-03):213-227, 381-403
Slaves of a Governor
  Vicki S. Welch

35 (2002-03):242-259, 488-496 (Cont. from 34:617, cont. to 36:75)
Connecticut Deaths from the Barbour Collection
  Thompson 1785-1850 - Carroll to Young (242-259)
  Chatham 1767-1854 - Alvord to No Surname (488-496)

Connecticut Births from the Barbour Collection
  Windham 1692-1850+ - Fish to Ford (260-270), Ford to Heath (458-471), Heath to Hovey (655-667)

Connecticut Marriages from the Barbour Collection
  Colchester 1699-1850+ - Cone to Day (271-277), Dayton to Gott (472-487), Gott to Kneeland (639-654)
Notes

The Children of John Capron and Alice Alden of Mayflower, by Margaret Snavely Jones (403)

"Connecticut Patriots in the Revolution"
Robert Silliman

A Revolutionary Family Building the New Republic: Charles and Anne Brewster Fanning
Patricia Confrey Thevenet

Turning a Jacobus Footnote Into an 1820 Family Using Paobate and Grandpaternal Land Records: Abraham6 Taylor of Redding, His Wife Sarah (Cable) Taylor, and Their Six Daughters (and Husbands): (Beattys (2), Brush, Flynn, Olmstead, Smith)
Robert W. Hull

A Challenge - Royal Ancestry Anyone? John Brown _____ 1662
Robert L. French

John2 Dennie1 of Fairfield, Later of Boston, and His Family: Mary (Edwards) Dennie and Her Children, Sarah (Webb) Dennie and Her Children, and John Dennie's "Other Son," "One Joseph Dennie"
Robert W. Hull

Rules & Regulations for the Government of Schools in the Town of Berlin - 1899
Ida Ragazzi

Grandfather Fanton Sherwood
Louise L. Pope

Israel and Abigail Hull Douglass of Chester, CT and Leyden, NY
William W. Hough

The Man Who Died Twice: Royal and Mayflower Descendant, Pvt. Ebenezer Metcalf of Mansfield, Connecticut
Roger Tansey

The Posterity of William Warner: One of the Early Settlers of Ipswich, Massachusetts
Eleanor Occhi

Ephraim3 Harris
Margaret Harris Stover
Volume 36 (June, 2003 - March, 2004)

36 (2003-04):2-22
Mr. John (2) Rusco, Proprietor of Norwalk, Rebecca (3) (Beebe) Rusco, Mother of (Some If Not All) of His Children, and His Daughters (Abbott d.s.p., Brown, Lees, Rockwell)
Robert W. Hull

Lucy Calkins and Jabez Cooley of Connecticut, Massachusetts and Ohio
William W. Hough

Notes
What's In a Name (32, 74, 94, 303)
Colonization of Colchester from Windsor (128)
Which War's Which? (203)
Popular Baby Names (225)

Hartford District Probate Records from 1750
Volume 17 (1753-1757) - Fargo to Hunn (33-52), Huntington to Neal (209-225), Newell to Slade (430-449), Smith to Tillotson (608-616)
Lucius Barnes Barbour and Helen Schatvet Ullman

Connecticut Deaths from the Barbour Collection
Preston 1687-1850+ - Adams to Corcoran (75-94), Corcoran to Guile (291-303), Guile to McAlister (491-504), McDonalds to Putnam (651-662)

Connecticut Births from the Barbour Collection
Windham 1692-1850+ - Hovey to Kidder (95-109), Kimball to Lillie (265-278), Lillie to Martin (459-475), Martin to Ormsby (622-635)

Connecticut Marriages from the Barbour Collection
Colchester 1699-1850+ - Kneeland to Otis (110-128), Otis to Rexford (279-290), Reynolds to Standish (476-490), Stannard to Watrous (636-650)

36 (2003-04):182-197
Ancestry of Bridget Goodwin, the Wife of Jehiel Baldwin of Wallingford & Enfield, CT and New Marlborough, MA
David L. Cummings

Two True Tales
Frank William Bouley, III

36 (2003-04):204-208
Abigail Graves, Daughter of William Graves, Wife of Samuel Dibble, and Mother of Abigail Dibble, Wife of George Hayes
Kathleen D. Fenton

36 (2003-04):241-245
“It Was a Matter of Kill or Be Killed”: The Recollection of World War II Veteran and His Days Serving the United States Army as First Sergeant Across the Seas in Europe
Kimberly Sweezy

36 (2003-04):246-249
The Extended Hull Family Database (EHFD)
Robert W. Hull

36 (2003-04):250-255 [Correction 458]
Some New Milford Slaves & Their Descendants
Colleen Cyr
Bible and Family Records
Burns (256-257)
Baskett (372-375)

The Jones Boy
Audrey Cable Linke

36 (2003-04):362-369
John (3) Keeler and Rhoda (4) (Hoyt) Keeler of Norwalk, All Seven of Their Children, Including Ruth (4) (Keeler) Benedict, Wife of Stephen (5) Benedict
Robert W. Hull

The Lady in Gray
Frank William Bouley, III

Eminent Descendants of the Emigrant Thomas Gridley, a Founder of Windsor and Hartford, Connecticut: Gerald R. Ford, 38th President of the United States (1913 -)
Thomas Boslooper

36 (2003-04):396-419
Families with CT Origins Abstracted from the 1850 Census of Broome Co., Town of Colesville, NY
Nancy L. Rodriquez

36 (2003-04):420-429
The Farmer Doctors of the Frontier
Paul Martin Bancroft

36 (2003-04):458
Additions and Corrections
"Some New Milford Slaves & Their Descendants," by Colleen Cyr, 36:250-255 (458)

Nathan Northrup of Ridgefield, Connecticut, Later of South Salem, Westchester County, New York and His Three Wives: Eunice ( ) Northrup, Mary (Loder) Northrup and Eunice ( ) Northrup; with Some Notes on the John and Elizabeth ( ) Loder Family
Robert W. Hull

36 (2003-04):559-564
More on the Smiths of Ashford, Connecticut
Helen Schatvet Ullman

History as Prologue to Genealogical Research: Irish Catholics in Connecticut, 1829-1870
Antonia Booth

36 (2003-04):576-584
Military Land Grants and the Opening of the West
David W. Dumas

36 (2003-04):585-607
Families with CT Origins Abstracted from the 1850 Census of Broome Co., Towns of Conklin and Lisle, NY
Nancy Lawrence Rodriquez
Cathy Nelson

Strays
Indiana Records, by Mavis Davis (21)

The Barbour Collection - How We Love It, But Is It Accurate?: An Analysis for the Town of Branford
Jane Peterson Bouley

Bible and Family Records
Brown-Reynolds (30-31)
Waite-Talbot (80)
Hemming-Danks (91)
Tucker-Newell-Cook et al (155-157)
Smith-Gaylord-Jewett (157-159)
Smith-Aldorf-Farnham (159-160)
Deposit Original in Smith Family Bible (160-165)
Whittelsey-Freeman-Foster (165)
Wilkinson-Barr (166)
Thomson-Woodford (212)
Dahl-Fahey (238-239)
Kellogg-Smith et al (278)
Taylor-Root (287-288)
Gillett (460)
Cone-Silliman (523-524)
Stults (526)

"How Long Will Your Family Tree Last?"
Earnest W. Elliott

Families with CT Origins Abstracted from the 1850 Census of Broome Co., Towns of Maine and Nanticoke, NY
Nancy Lawrence Rodriguez

Hartford District Probate Records from 1750
Volume 17 (1753-1757) - Topliff to Woodbridge (66-79), Woodbridge to Young (245-246)
Court Records, Allyn to Warner (246-249)
Volume 18 (1757-1761) - Abbe to Buck (249-260), Buck to Dewey (376-389), Dwight to Jones (621-644)
Lucius Barnes Barbour and Helen Schatvet Ullman

Connecticut Births from the Barbour Collection
Windham 1692-1850+ - Ormsby to Phillips (92-101), Phillips to Robinson (289-298), Robinson to Sawyer (461-470)

Connecticut Marriages from the Barbour Collection
Colchester 1699-1850+ - Watrous to No Surname (102-112)
Chaplin 1699-1850+ - Abbe to Huntington (299-309), Huntington to Wyllys (471-481)

Connecticut Deaths from the Barbour Collection
Preston 1687-1850+ - Radigan to Trangler (113-122), Treat to No Surname (310-315)
Simsbury 1670-1850+ - Adams to Buell (316-319), Buell to Holcomb (482-491)
Gamaliel Northrup, of Milford and Ridgefield, His Wife Mary (Dauchy) Northrup, Their Six Daughters with Issue (Benedict, Keeler, Olmstead, Smith, St. John), and Their Son Captain Gamaliel Northrup Junior (d.s.p.) and His Wife Mary (Keeler) (Northrup) Camp
Robert W. Hull

Robert Fenton, Counterfeiter: The Family Black Sheep
Kathleen D. Fenton

Families with CT Origins Abstracted from the 1850 Census of Broome Co., Towns of Sanford and Triangle, NY
Nancy Lawrence Rodriguez

The Manila Envelope: Mike and Louise Girol Conners
Lucia Marconi

The Sprague Family of Rhode Island
Jean Adams Bradley

Maternal Genealogy of Rhode Island's Governor William Sprague
Jean Adams Bradley

Common Causes of Death and Other Medical Terms

Johanna (Booth) (Sherwood) Hawley, Her Husbands John Sherwood and Deacon Thomas Hawley of Stratford, Connecticut, Her Daughters (Bennett, Gold, Hall Judson, Sterling, Walker) and Several Grandchildren (Allen, Benedict, Gregory, Hawley, Peet, Sherman): Focusing on a Long Lived Woman's Land Records, Will, and Probate Records to Establish Correct Descendant Information
Robert W. Hull

The Claflin Family
Bertha L. Sumner Draper

Notes
Hoskins Family Register, by Carol Laun (397)
Joseph Franklin Jewett Family Record, by Carol Laun (430)
Bits & Pieces of Genealogy from Collectables, by Carol Laun (522-523)
Sampler; Elizabeth Turnbull's Work, by Carol Laun (525)
Lemuel Holcomb Family Register, by Carol Laun (564)

Going Beyond the Hale Collection: Lyme #9 - Records of the Hadlyme Cove Cemetery, Hadlyme, Lyme CT 1826 to 1950
James H. Leatherbee, II

ML Norton and 'Dearest Belle' of Connecticut
Janet Norton Ryan
Four Generations of Joseph Egglestons
Karen Eggleston Stark

Ancestry of Josiah Ames (1765-1815)
Mrs. Edward W. Ames

One More Connecticut Lewis Line
Charles D. Fitzgerald

Bible and Family Records
Parent/Parent (36)
Quincy (45-47)
Smith-Huntington (48-49)
Whiton-Barnard (50-51)
Bowman (52)
Wilcox-Collins (53)
Wiley-Bates (57)
Dibble (58)
Voorhees (250-251)
Hewett-Raymenton (392)
Heinmann (393)
Brown-Cook-Pomroy-Richardson-Cutting (422-423)

North Haven Baptisms
Mrs. Francis T. Flood

Notes
Holcomb Family Genealogy Paper, by Carol Laun (54-56)

Hartford District Probate Records from 1750
Volume 18 (1757-1761) - Jones to Mygatt (59-78), Nash to Taylor (252-275), Thomson to Wright (401-418), Court Records, Adams to Wise (418-420)
Volume 19 (1761-1764) - Abbe to Cook (581-601)
Lucius Barnes Barbour and Helen Schatvet Ullman

Strays
Bristol, VT, by Carol T. Gadbois (78, 86)

Old Cemetery Inscriptions, East Haven CT
Abbott to Morris (94-118), Morris to No Surname (215-234)
Richard E. Anderson

Connecticut Births from the Barbour Collection
Windham 1692-1850+ - Sawyer to Smith (119-128), Snell to Warner (299-316), Warner to Young (427-443)
Milford 1692-1850+ - Ames to Durand (633-642)

Connecticut Deaths from the Barbour Collection
Simsbury 1670-1850+ - Holcomb to Roberts (129-139), Roe to No Surname (317-321)
Andover 1848-1879 - Abbey to No Surname (458-473)
Ashford 1848-1879 - Abbott to Blancher (659-661)
Hon. Henry Matson Waite - For the People
Henry A. Hudson, Jr.

Elihu Huntley, Revolutionary Soldier
Henry A. Hudson, Jr.

Untangling the Knot in the Line of Henry Tomlinson of Stratford, CT
Richard G. Tomlinson

The Sea-Faring Family of Frederick Bishop
T. M. Jacobs

Elizabeth Norton, Wife of Elias Sage of Middletown, CT, Sandisfield/New Marlboro, MA and Denmark, NY
David L. Cummings

Samuel Keeler and Sarah (St. John) Keeler of Norwalk and Ridgefield, Connecticut, and Their Five Sons: The Keeler Proprietors of Ridgefield
Robert W. Hull

Original Homeowners, Silver Lane, East Hartford, Connecticut
Joan A. Pratt

Members Admitted to the Congregational Church in North Haven During Dr. Benjamin Trumbull's Pastorate
Phyllis R. Flood

Jonathan Arnold Steuben (John, Daniel, Henry, John, John)
Elsie Cochrane

Connecticut Marriages from the Barbour Collection
Goshen 1739-1854 - Abbot to Church (444-457), Clark to Johnson (643-658)

A Memorial to Dorothy Y. Armistead CSG # 2
Richard G. Tomlinson

Alexander¹ Knowles (Knolles) and His Wife, Elizabeth¹ (James) Knowles, Almost Certainly of Nottingham, England, Later of Fairfield, CT, and Some of Their Descendants (Bishop, Ford, MacKenzie, Morehouse, Rogers, Webster, and Others)
Robert W. Hull

Thomas Bradford, Jr. - Patriot from Canterbury
Sharon Graves Mulrey
Volume 39 (June, 2006 - March, 2007)

Observations on the Early Records of Milford, CT and More Untangling the Knot in the Line of Henry Tomlinson of Stratford, CT
Richard G. Tomlinson

Thomas² Hyatt and Mary³ (St. John) Hyatt of Norwalk and Their Family, Particularly Rebecca³ (Hyatt) Sherwood of Norwalk and Mary³ (Hyatt) Wallace (Wallis) of Ridgefield
Robert W. Hull

Connecticut's Military Census of 1917 Tells the Personal Stuff
Thomas F. Howard

Proofs for the Parentage of Hiram Bartlett
Gary A. Bartlett

Hartford District Probate Records from 1750
Volume 19 (1761-1764) - Corning to Judd (37-67), Kent to Phelps (260-280), Pike to Willabe (389-409), Wills to Wright (546-569), Court Records, Alderman to Wilcocks (549-552)
Volume 20 (1764-1769) - Adams to Burbank (552-563)
Lucius Barnes Barbour and Helen Schatvet Ullman

Bible and Family Records
Whiton-Bidwell (82)
McCloud-Smith-Crittenden (83-84)
Wilcox-Davis-Hull (110-111)
Tucker (312-313)
Spring (316-317)
Wetmore (410-412)
Frisbie (415-416)
Milesi (417)
Park (418-421)
Slocomb (422-423)
Thomson-Woodford (424)
Stickney et al (425-427)
Temple-Taylor (483-484)
Brown-Bissell-Howard (543-544)
Mayo-Nye (544-545)
Mayo (545)

Connecticut Births from the Barbour Collection
Milford 1692-1850+ - Fenn to Lambert (85-90), Lambert to Sanford (281-291), Sanford to No Surname (437-442)
Ledyard 1692-1850+ - Adams to Yerrington (617-626)

Connecticut Marriages from the Barbour Collection
Goshen 1739-1854 - Jones to Maiden (91-97), Main to Parmelee (292-301), Parmelee to Yale (443-462)
Marlborough 1739-1854 - Ackley to Hading (627-639)

Connecticut Deaths from the Barbour Collection
Ashford 1848-1879 - Bolles to Chubb (98-104), Clark to Huntington (302-311), Ide to Young (463-482)
Groton 1848-1879 - Adams to Woodmansey (640-652)

39 (2006-07):105-109
Thomas Burnham Defends a Blasphemer
Allen Brownlee
Biography of Mary Payne Cook Leonard
Adella Leonard Buswell

Mary (?) (Allen) (Stevenson) Bouton of Burlington, NJ and Norwalk, CT, Her Husbands, Her Daughters Mary (Allen) Hayes and Mary (Bouton) Morehouse, Her Son Jonathan Stevenson or Stevens, Proprietor of a "Now Place Called Ridgefield," Some of Her Descendants with Additions and Corrections to 1790
Robert W. Hull

The Post-April 19 Life of Levi Gay: A Correction and Addition to Stiles' Ancient Windsor
Les Olson

39 (2006-07):233-238
North? Or Norton?
Janet Norton Ryan

The Journey from Home
Dayle Wade

Notes
  Godard Family Register, by Carol Laun (314-315)
  Gold Coins Unique to Pre-19th Century Mintings (315)
  Purchasing Power of the Shilling (325)
  Ufford-Lathrop et al Records, by Jean Fisher (413-414)
  Finding Maiden Names in Deeds (462)

Rufus B. Whitford of Sharon, CT
Adele Altomare

The Remarkable Dr. Rossiter
Richard G. Tomlinson

The English Origins of the First Thomas Benedict of Long Island and Norfolk, Connecticut
LaRue Olson

Was This Man the Father of John Benedict of Cornwall, VT?
Emily Benedict Grey

Mr. Albert Denny, Merchant, of Glasgow, Scotland, Later of Fairfield, CT, His Wife Elizabeth (Wakeman) (Denny) Provoost, with Notes on His Probable Ancestry in Scotland
Robert W. Hull

39 (2006-07):502-509
Andrew and Abigail (Hall) Herrick of Plainfield, Connecticut
Helen Schatvet Ullman

Samuel Hough and Hannah Orvis of Connecticut, Related by Marriage But Not Their Own
William W. Hough

The Silsbee Saga
Joan Lurvey
List of Prisoners Taken in the American Brig Dean(e), on the 25th of September 1781 by His Majesty's Ship Pegasus: Prisoners from the National Archives, London, HCA 32/303/7 New York Vice-Admiralty Court, High Court of Admiralty Records R. Andrew Pierce

In Their Country's Service: A Listing of War Veterans from East Haven, Connecticut from Colonial Times Through World War II Phyllis Rice Flood
40 (2007-08):2-27
A Sketch of the Life of Rev. John Owen (1699-1753) of Groton, Connecticut
Brent M. Owen

William Reed of Weymouth and Boston, Massachusetts, and Some of His Descendants
Jane Belcher

Bible and Family Records
Reid-McKnight (49-50)
Eldridge/Eldredge (50-52)
Walcott-Hubbard (53-56)
Beers-Smith (56-59)
Hamlin (60)
Eldredge (265-267)
Thompson-Cune (267-269)
Wilder-Ellis-Blake-Johnson et al (299-300)
Treadwell (301-302)
Andrews (538-539)
Stilson (540-541)
Beardsley (542-543)
Starr (543-544)
Starr (544-545)

40 (2007-08):61-63, 221, 235
Notes
Gilbert Family Record, by Marjorie K. Hurtuk (61-63)
Was Your Grandfather a "Hodie" or a "Leerie"?: Old Scottish Trades (221)
Do Not Believe All That You See, by Allen Francis Grover and Richard Carlson Grover (235)

Hartford District Probate Records from 1750
 Volume 20 (1764-1769) - Burnham to Hart (64-85), Hathaway to Nearing (236-256), Nichols to Talcott (377-397), Taylor to Young (518-529), Court Records, Adams to Williams (529-533)
 Volume 21 (1770-1774) - Allyn to Boardman (533-537)
Lucius Barnes Barbour and Helen Schatvet Ullman

Connecticut Births from the Barbour Collection
Harwinton 1692-1850+ - Abernethy to Butler (94-105), Candee to Gridley (270-279), Griswold to Yale (411-432)

Connecticut Marriages from the Barbour Collection
Marlborough 1739-1854 - Hale to No Surname (106-124)
Canton 1806-1853 - Ackert to Case (280-287), Case to No Surname (433-460)

Connecticut Deaths from the Barbour Collection
Griswold 1848-1879 - Abel-Woodward (125-130)
Franklin 1848-1879 - Abell to Crocker (288-294), Crocker to Woodworth (547-568)

In Their Country's Service: A Listing of War Veterans from East Haven, Connecticut from Colonial Times Through World War II
Phyllis Rice Flood

40 (2007-08):140-145
A Boy Growing Up on a Farm in Bethlehem, Connecticut
Peter F. Littlefield

40 (2007-08):146-147
A School House Conveyance
Andrew Clark Pikosky
Which William Bassett is of New Haven?
Ernest W. Elliott

Col. Samuel and Sarah (Stillman) Willard of Saybrook and Their Grandchildren
Helen Schatvet Ullman

Edward G. Seferian's Impact on Watertown, MA
Simone Paklaian

Collecting Information Re: James Adams
Lucille (Adams) Richmond and Jean (Adams) Bradley

Adele Belle (Fenton) Littlejohn's Chocolate Spice Cake
Judith M. Plummer

Hobos from Allentown, CT
Betty Moylan

A Stonewall on Jackson - Not Thomas but Jehiel
Robert C. Jackson

Benjamin Roberts aka Black, Simmons and Freeman of Milford and Orange: Genealogy and Family History
Vicki S. Welch

Captain John Perrot of Greenwich, CT and Annapolis County, Nova Scotia
George R. Nye

A Caution for Users of the Barbour Index
Linda MacLachlan

The Chloe Coes of Winchester, Connecticut and Jewett, New York
Ralph E. Wadleigh, Jr.

Too Many Children for Samuel^5 Phelps of Windsor, Simsbury and Hartland, CT
Carol Laun
1 (2008-09): 3
A Memorial to Jacquelyn L. (Jackie) Rider
Richard G. Tominson

1 (2008-09): 4-18
Study of a Hessian Soldier in Connecticut
Robert M. Webler

1 (2008-09): 19-21
One Brick at a Time - Breaking Down a Brick Wall: The Parents of Andrew Jackson Warren (1846-1920)
Edwin W. Strickland, II

1 (2008-09): 22-38, 162-178 [Correction 333], 224-242, 316-333 (Cont. from 40:537, cont. to 42:40)
Hartford District Probate Records from 1750
Volume 21 (1770-1774) - Booth to Harmon (22-38), Hills to Osborn (162-178), Parsons to Wheeler (224-242),
White to Wright (316-320), Court Records, Adams to Williams (320-322)
Volume 22 (1774-1778) - Adams to Bidwell (322-333)
Lucius Barnes Barbour and Helen Schatvet Ullman

1 (2008-09): 38, 45, 84, 88
Notes
Test Your Dignostic Skills, by Sharon Debartolo Carmack (38, 45, 84, 88)

1 (2008-09): 39-45
The Story of Dwight Webler of Columbia and Coventry, Connecticut
Robert M. Webler

1 (2008-09): 46-64, 182-186, 278-279
Bible and Family Records
Killam et al (46-47)
Kellogg-Camp-Prentice (48-49)
Waite-Kellogg (50)
Sanborn (51)
Bacon-Remington (52)
Brown (53)
Harper-Jackson (54-56)
Scovill (57)
Rainey-Ward (58-61)
Jennings (62-63)
Jennings (63-64)
Bowen (182-183)
Sheltus/Shulters (184-186)
Blake (278)
Hine (279)

1 (2008-09): 65-69 (Cont. from 40:574)
In Their Country's Service: A Listing of War Veterans from East Haven, Connecticut from Colonial Times Through World War II
Phyllis Rice Flood

1 (2008-09): 70-71
Chauncey Miles Hatch and the War of 1812
Audrey Cable Linke

1 (2008-09): 72-73
Mary Spencer, Born in E. Lyme, Connecticut, Died in Sumter, South Carolina
Mary Ellen S. Hinson

1 (2008-09): 74-77
Search for the Sawyers
Frederick Becker and Ruth Atkinson Becker
Some Additional Thoughts on the Children of Samuel Barnum and the Heirs of John Cornel
James Raywalt

Genealogical Adventure
Arthur J. Hoe

Success Story - Maybe Not
J. Jean Germaine

Records of Descendants of Ebenezer Johnson (1767-1850) and Experience Gifford (1766-1839) of Lebanon, Connecticut
David G. Johnson

A Memorial to Elery D. Clark
Richard G. Tomlinson

The Hermonat/Armonath/Armonaitis Families of Naugatuck, Connecticut: A Brief Excursion into Lithuanian Ancestry
Janet N. Ryan

Trumbull, Connecticut: A Town Barbour Missed
Linda MacLachlan and Jan Taylor

Seymour, Connecticut: Another Town Barbour Missed
Linda MacLachlan and Jan Taylor

Zechariah Field, B. Abt 1596 Eng. M. Mary Stanley: A Founder of Hartford, CT and Hatfield, MA
Joan Field

In Memory of Helen (Hills) Hodge
James H. Leatherbee, II

Calvin Chamberlin's Bible: The Family of John and Mary (Frizell) Chamberlin of Woodstock, Connecticut
Helen Schatvet Ullman

The Irish Catholic Community of the Naugatuck Valley, Connecticut, With Selected Tombstone Transcriptions
Janet Maher

Something to Appreciate
Skyler Bradford

Hale Cemetery Inscriptions - Town of Andover, CT
Gregory E. Thompson

In Memory of Francis H. Hunt, CSG #39: A Founder of the Connecticut Society of Genealogists
James H. Leatherbee, II

Four Samuel Robbins in a Row at Canaan and Salisbury, Connecticut
Helen Schatvet Ullman
The DNA & Genealogical Case for Norman E. Deavenport Being O'Gilva Venande Calkins' Father and for David Deavenport (1756-1810) of New Milford, CT, Being His Great-Grandfather
Frank L. Calkins

Additions and Corrections

"Hartford District Probate Records from 1750: Volume 21 (1770-1774) - Hills to Osborn (162-178)," by Lucius Barnes Barbour and Helen Schatvet Ullman, 41:162-178 (333)

People of Colour - Native-American & African-Americans in CT & New England
Theresa Stewart

A Mistaken Tale of Inheritance
Mary L. Eysenbach
In Memory of Mary Lou Rath, CSG # 2922
James H. Leatherbee II

Mary (Workman) Gyde, Matriarch of the Brooks, Close, and Gyde Families of Woodbury and Naugatuck, Connecticut
Edwin W. Strickland

One Came by Boat, the Other by Plane
Joann Klimkiewicz

The Reverend Dr. Gershom Bulkeley, Connecticut's Exasperating Genius
Richard G. Tomlinson

Hartford District Probate Records from 1750
Volume 22 (1774-1778) - Bidwell to Eglestone (40-59), Eglestone to Leavit (124-157), Ledyard to Seymour (226-253), Seymour to Wright, plus court records (304-328)
Lucius Barnes Barbour and Helen Schatvet Ullman

Changes to "The DNA & Genealogical Case for Norman E. Deavenport Being O'Gilva Venande Calkins' Father and for David Deavenport (1756-1810) of New Milford, CT Being His Great-Grandfather"
Frank L. Calkins

Bible, Family, and Other Records
Family Record of Parley Brown, by Carol W. Brown (62-63)
Smith Family Bible, by Gail L. Smith (63-69)
Deeds, by Jonathan D. Galli (70-72)
The McKinney Family Bible (72)
George B. Swaney Bible Record, by Virgil W. Huntley (166)
William Potter Bible Records, by Virgil W. Huntley (167-168)
Stephen Barker's Family, by Virgil W. Huntley (168)
Huntley Family Bible, by Virgil W. Huntley (169-170)
Briggs Family Bible (170-171)
Edmund Graham Family Bible, by James H. Leatherbee II (260-261)
Lampson Family Bible Record, by Carol Laun (261-262)
Goddard Family Bible, by Carol Laun (262-264)
Cross Family Bible, by Macchesney "Mac" Desmond (328)

The Longfellow Birthday Book
June Berry

Desaguliers - The Huguenot Connection
James W. Beless

Some Yale Family History: From Sharon, Connecticut, to Independence, Missouri
Marvin Paul, Helen Schatvet Ullman and Susanna Hills

Family of John and Ellen Quinlan of Waterford, Ireland
Joan Field

William Price of Groton, Massachusetts, and Killingly and Ashford, Connecticut
Helen Schatvet Ullman
Three Mary Wetheralls: But Only One Married William Feake in 1564
Frank L. Calkins

Susan Turberfield, "A Maid that Lived with Mrs. Goodenhouse," and Her Eventual Husband, Robert Meeker, "Not a Planter": Their Lives in the New Haven Colony Before and Just After Marriage
Robert W. Hull

Roots of Strength
Caroline Hron Weigle

Norwich Irish-Americans Not Listed in Frederick H. Nash's 1884 Book, Ye Names & Ages of All ye Old Folks ... In Connecticut ...
Paul R. Keroack

A Lost Lady and a Missing Man: Jane (___) (Eggleston) (Britton) Cole
Nancy L. Dodge

The Puzzle of Susanna (___) Merrill Jordan
Nancy L. Dodge

Where Did John Calvin Willey Relocate? Where are He and His Wife Buried?
Edward J. Festi

Pearl Harbor Casualties of Connecticut
Raymond D. Emory

Medal of Honor

Abstract of Will of Job Card
Jean A. Bradley

Biography of Mary Payne Cook Leonard
Adella Leonard Buswell

In Memory of Homer W. Scott, CSG # 15012
In Memory of Albert C. Dudley, CSG # 11472S

Separating the Peter Knapps of Marblehead, Massachusetts and Willington, Connecticut
Homer W. Scott

The Family of Joseph 4 Wetmore of Middlefield and Litchfield, Connecticut
Harold B. Whitmore

The New York Family of Waterbury, Connecticut: The Cultural Evolution of a Name
Janet N. Ryan

Perplexed: A Request for Guidance - Rev. Asahel Norton's Dilemma
Louis Arthur Norton
42 (2009-10):265-274
Everything you Ever Wanted to Know About Your Family Photographs
David Mishkin

42 (2009-10):275-281
Preserving Digital Images and Files
David Mishkin

42 (2009-10):282-283
Blodgett/Nutting/Eggleston Mystery Update
Nancy L. Dodge

42 (2009-10):290-300
Stephen5 and Anne (Rosseter) Bidwell of Litchfield, Connecticut, and the Family of Josiah and Patience6 (Bidwell) Hollister of Freehold, New York
Barbara J. Mathews

42 (2009-10):301-303
Identifying the Wife of George Buck4 (1733-1760) of Wethersfield and Bolton, Connecticut
Robert D. Morton
Sarah (Clements) (Dibble) (Canfield) Youngs of Stamford, Sometimes of Norwalk: An "Unidentified Second Wife" Problem
Becomes a Woman's Biography with a 1777 Postscript
Robert W. Hull

Was Abner Calkins (<1755-1813) of Sharon, Connecticut, and Sherburne, New York, the Father of John Calkins (1785-1851) of Butler, New York?
Frank L. Calkins

Hartford District Probate Records from 1750
Volume 23 (1778-1788) - Abbey to Camp (26-51), Camp to Hale (147-173), Hale to Phelps (242-266), Phelps to Treat (337-362)
Lucius Barnes Barbour and Helen Schatvet Ullman

Migration from Connecticut to Ohio: The Journey of Giles Hawkind Tomlinson
Richard G. Tomlinson

Bible, Family, and Other Records
Bible of John Brown and Elizabeth Perry, by Margaret Buckridge Bock (66-67)
Bible of Lebbeus Toocker and Azubah P. Snow, by Margaret Buckridge Bock (67-68)
Bible Records of Hosmer Watson and Mary Ann (Royce) Tucker, by Margaret Buckridge Bock (68-69)
Bible of Henry Brown and Mary Riggs by Margaret Buckridge Bock (70)
Bible of John Ninde and Margaret Ann Abel (1890-1962) by Margaret Buckridge Bock (71-72)
Servis(s) Family Record, by Florence H. Hungerford (72-74)
Family Bible Records Relating to the Pelton, Nicholson and Rydell Families in Roxbury, New Milford, and Danbury, Connecticut, by Janice K. Howard (280-281)
James S. Chalker Bible Records, by Charles Weldon (281)
Gilbert Pratt Family Bible Records, by Charles Weldon (281-282)
Slater Family Bible, by Douglas John Slater (282-283)
Hungerford Family Bible Records, by Dallas H. Prugh (363-366)
Williams Family, by Dallas H. Prugh (367-370)
Estate of Richard Dodge, Sr. of Beverly, Massachusetts, by Dallas H. Prugh (370-372)

Dallas H. Prugh

A Registry Book Belonging to the Episcopal Church at Stratford in Connecticut, 1722-1828
Patricia L. Haslam and Helen Schatvet Ullman

Joseph Brockway of Branford and Farmington, Connecticut
Kathleen D. Fenton

David Thompson, Revolutionary Soldier
Nancy Tomaselli

The Rev. John Boyes’ (1569-1620) Yorkshire Land Holdings
Frank L. Calkins

A Circumstantial Case for the Origins of Edwin Collyer of Connecticut
Suzanne S. Garbarini
Samuel Washburn of Bridgewater, Massachusetts, and Stafford, Connecticut, and His Descendants
Susan L. Bingler

43 (2010-11):267-279
Ancestry of Josiah Jewett Baker of East Haddam, Connecticut
Fred G. Baker

43 (2010-11):290-335
New Britain, Connecticut: Vital Records 1848-1865
Linda MacLachlan

43 (2010-11):336)
Some Additions and Corrections for "Samuel Washburn of Bridgewater, Massachusetts, and Stafford, Connecticut, and His
Descendants" in Vol. 43, pp. 219-41
Kathryn Smith Black and Helen Schatvet Ullman